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Introduction

The advances in computational sciences allow nowadays the a priori study
of complex chemical systems and enable the detailed evaluation of macro-
scopic properties of the matter without resorting to empirical considera-
tions or to the mixing of pieces of information coming from different (het-
erogeneous and sometimes inconsistent) sources. This has been made pos-
sible by the progress in theoretical chemistry (that has produced (and is
producing) a large variety of methods and techniques enabling the foun-
dation of the simulation of the molecular structures and processes of real
systems on solid procedures based on first principles (from this the appel-
lation ab initio)) and the evolution of networked computing platform(that
is increasingly allowing the combined usage of a large amount of hetero-
geneous distributed computing resources).
The strong connotation of computational chemistry in terms of computer
technologies is at the same time the strength and the weakness of molec-
ular simulations. As a matter of fact, in order to perform such studies
(even for few atom systems) we first need to carry out high level electronic
structure calculations. These calculations typically require nodes (or clus-
ters of nodes) equipped with large (of the order of many GB) memories
and processors performing at the level of several Gigaflops because the
whole Potential Energy Surface (PES) governing the nuclear motion needs
to be worked out first. On the mentioned High Performance Computing
(HPC) platforms with enanched parallel capabilities we can run concur-
rently, on several single multicore (or clusters of) processors, the calcula-
tions required by the (large number of) potential energy values necessary
to describe the PES explored by a reactive chemical process. The real bot-
tleneck in carrying out related computational campaigns, indeed, is repre-
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INTRODUCTION

sented by the availability of a computing platform having the proper com-
putational requirements in terms of computing time and physical memory.
The (limited) computing capabilities in general available to the scientific
community, in fact, still set severe limitations to the development of full
a priori computational simulations of molecular processes. Fortunately,
innovative computing technologies combining concurrency and network-
ing (such as distributed computing, virtual laboratories, supercomputing,
Grid computing) are opening new prospects to the possibility of achieving
significant computational throughputs and, therefore, of developing a pri-
ori molecular simulations of real systems.
In several scientific fields computational researchers need platforms pro-
viding access to HPC machines from High Throughput Computing (HTC)
ones enabling the accurate modeling of real-like systems as well as virtual
reality simulations based on multi-scale and multi-physics approaches.
Within the activities carried out by the Chemistry and Molecular & Ma-
terial Sciences and Technology Communities (CMMST), COMPCHEM [1]
(the EGI (European Grid Infrastructure) [2] Virtual Organization (VO) for
computational chemistry) is engaged in designing and implementing ac-
curate realistic multiscale CMMST applications like the Grid Empowered
Molecular Simulator (GEMS) [3, 4, 5]. GEMS requires the cooperation
of complementary expertise exploiting the coordinated usage of various
HPC from HTC computational platforms to run packages whose perfor-
mances vary from platform to platform. The use of HPC and HTC e-
infrastructures and the interoperation of large computational applications
not only will allow the overcoming of the present highly unsatisfactory
situation, but it will also allow an optimization of the usage of HPC com-
puting resources for tightly coupled computational tasks (avoiding so far
their use as a bunch of loosely coupled processors with the consequent
underutilization of their fast dedicated network) and encourage the usage
of HTC for purely distributed tasks avoiding so far ending up by wasting
a large amount of time in data transfer. A coordination of the two types
of platforms to interoperate via a single workflow and properly manage
the various components on the most suitable of them, would instead al-
low a clever composition of complex applications optimizing the use of
the various computing resources and offering to the users the best level of
performance.
The theoretical foundationsand the computing paradigms employed for
the assemblage of the components of the Grid Empowered Molecular Sim-
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ulator GEMS are described in Chapter 1. In that chapter the development
of grid based workflows allowing the ab initio evaluation of the observable
properties of small chemical systems starting from the calculation of the
electronic properties is illustrated.
In Chapter 2 the issue of the of interoperability between computational
codes across different stages of the workflow is faced. The Chapter pro-
poses Q5cost and D5cost common data modesl as de facto standard for-
mats for quantum chemistry calculations.
Chapter 3 relates to the results of standalone ab initio calculations per-
formed on different small chemical systems (X4 clusters and BeH� dimer).
The Chapter discusses particular and interesting chemical bonds requiring
high-level quantum methods to the end of being rationalized..
Finally Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 report the results of our work on two com-
bustion and atmospheric chemistry problems (CH3CH2OO• isomerization
and N2+N2 reaction) respectively. They both aim at constructing the PES
for a reactive process. Once a PES is generated, the kinetic and dynamical
data needed to be calculated for a large number of initial conditions can be
computed on HTC platforms. The assemblage of the computational work-
flows for the coupled use of HPC and HTC systems is also dealt there.

3
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1

Molecular Simulators

From the very beginning the foundations of chemistry have been built
upon the concepts of atoms and molecules. Accordingly also theoretical
and computational chemistry take fractions of nanometers (tipycally the
Bohr radius) as reference units and atomic postulates as ab initio laws. As
a consequence, all phenomena and properties are re conducted to atomic
and molecular level through a multi-scale approach and the construction
of ab initio Molecular simulators is the starting block of any rationalization
of the behavior of all physical systems. A Molecular Simulator is a set of
software programs and tools driving the user from first principles down
to observables through the accurate calculation of elementary quantities
and the appropriate averaging of the unobserved parameters of a physical
system.

1.1 THE GENERAL SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

A physical system specified by a set of spatial nuclear coordinates (R), elec-
tronic coordinates (r) and by a time coordinate t is completely represented
by a function Y(R, r, t) called system wavefunction that has the property of
describing the spatial and temporal distribution of the system. The quan-
tum mechanical equation that governs the dynamics of the system, i.e.
how the system evolves in time, is the time-dependent (TD) Schrödinger
equation:

ih̄
∂

∂t
Y(R, r, t) = Ĥ Y(R, r, t) (1.1)
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

where Ĥ is the Hamilton operator. For a general N-particle system the Ĥ
operator consists of kinetic (T̂) and potential (V̂ ) term.

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ (1.2)

which are formulated as a sum of the divergence operator r2
i and of all

particles i and of all pair ij

T̂ = �
N

Â
i=1

h̄2

2mi
r2

i (1.3)

V̂ =
N

Â
i

N

Â
j>i

Vij

Coulomb potential. If the Hamilton operator is independent of time, the
time dependence of Y can be factorized as a simple phase factor to obtain
the so called time-independent Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ Y(R, r) = E Y(R, r). (1.4)

Such equations are postulates. By itself, the wavefunction has no physical
meaning. At each instant, however, its square modulus is proportional to
the probability of the system to be in the spatial configuration (R,r).

1.2 THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

The solution of equation 1.1 cannot in general be expressed in a closed
form. In order to compute suitable numerical solutions to equation 1.1 one
may consider to adopt decoupling and/or simplification schemes.
The first step is the decoupling of the equations for the center of mass
based on the fact that its motion remains unaltered when no external forces
act on the system. A more popular and efficient simplification is, however,
the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. As the nuclei are much heav-
ier than electrons and their speeds much smaller, the Schrödinger equation
can be split into two parts. One part which describes the electronic wave-
function (fe(R; r)) for a fixed value of R (nuclear geometry) and another
part for the nuclear wavefunction (yn(R, t)) in which the electronic energy
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1.2. The electronic structure

is formulated as a function of R, V(R). More in details adopting an ap-
proach typical of linear algebra methods, the wavefunction Y(R, r, t) can
be expanded in a complete set of f

e
l (R; r) functions:

Y(R, r, t) =
•

Â
l

y

n
l (R, t) f

e
l (R; r)

where n refers to nuclei and e to electrons. At the same time by splitting the
kinetic operator T̂ into a nuclear (T̂n) and an electronic (T̂e) kinetic operator
one has

T̂ = T̂n + T̂e (1.5)

Accordingly the Schrödinger equation becomes:

ih̄
∂

∂t

•

Â
l

y

n
l (R, t) f

e
l (R; r) =

h
T̂n + T̂e + V̂

i •

Â
l

y

n
l (R, t) f

e
l (R; r) (1.6)

Following the already mentioned BO approximation, the electronic wave-
function f

e
l (R; r) which depends on electronic coordinates and, only para-

metrically, on nuclear coordinates, are usually chosen to be eigenfunctions
of the operator T̂e + V̂ satisfying the eigenvalue equation:

(T̂e + V̂) f

e
l (R; r) = Vl(R)fe

l (R; r) (1.7)

The function Vl(R) is the lth PES, function of the nuclear coordinates, of
the lth electronic state on which nuclei move under the combined effect of
its gradients and the kinetic operator T̂n.
The task of determining the PES can be accomplished using one of the
available ab initio methods. Most of these methods are based on Hartree-
Fock (HF) or post Hartree-Fock approaches. The essence of the Hartree
Fock approximation is to solve the complicated many-electron problem in
equation 1.7 using one-electron functions in which the electron-electron
repulsion is treated in an average way. The application of this procedure
leads to the Hartree Fock eigenvalue equations

F̂i c(ri) = ei c(ri) (1.8)

where F̂i is the Fock operator for the ith electron and c(ri) and ei are the
Molecular Orbital (MO) and the MO energy respectively.
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

The crucial complication in the HF procedure is the presence of the electron-
electron potential energy that makes the Hartree Fock eigenvalue equation
non linear and soluble only iteratively. The Potential part of the Fock op-
erator, or equivalently the "field" seen by the ith electron, depends on the
MO of the other electrons (i.e. the Fock operator depends on its eigenfunc-
tions). The procedure for solving the HF equation is called Self Consistent
Field (SCF) [6]. The Hartree Fock method, however, does not consider the
instantaneous electrostatic interactions between electrons nor does it take
into account the quantum mechanical effects on electrons distributions be-
cause the effect of other electrons is treated in an average way (ignoring
electron correlation). A great deal of modern work in the field of electronic
structure calculation is aimed at taking electron correlation into account.
Hartree Fock, in fact, usually constitutes the first step towards the exact so-
lution of the electronic Schrödinger equation and can be improved either
by adding additional determinants to the wavefunction (Multi Reference,
Configuration Interaction) or by perturbing the Hamiltonian (Perturbation
Theory, Coupled Cluster), leading to the so called post-HF methods [7].
Additional approximations can be applied to the HF equations with the
introduction of empirical parameters in the Fock operator matrix, leading
to semiempirical quantum chemistry methods.
The methods considered may also include density functional theory (DFT)
or Molecular Mechanics (MM). DFT lays its foundations in the concept that
the ground-state electronic energy is determined completely by electron
density r, while MM calculates the potential energy of the system using
force fields.
The programs adopted for this type of calculations include both open source
and commercial software. Most of them are large packages, often articu-
lated into several separate programs, and have been assembled over many
years. A list of such programs is given in Table 1.2.

Being our attention focused onto the motion of the nuclei on a single
potential energy surface (electronically adiabatic motion) that is usually
the electronic ground state l = 0, by rearranging equation 1.6 and neglect-
ing, as from the BO approximation, cross terms (nucleus-electron), we get
the following nuclei equation:

ih̄
∂

∂t
y

n(R, t) =
h

T̂n + V(R)
i
y

n(R, t) (1.9)
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1.2. The electronic structure

Table 1.1: List of the most diffused ab initio codes and their principals capabitlities.

Package! Licensea ! Lang.! Basis! Periodicb! Mol. 
Mech!

Semi-
empir.! HF! Post-HF! DFT!

ABINIT! GPL! Fortran! PW! 3d! Yes! No! No! No! Yes!

ADF! Commercial! Fortran! STO! Any! Yes! Yes1! Yes! No! Yes!

COLUMBUS! Academic! Fortran! GTO! No! No! No! Yes! Yes! No!

CP2K! GPL! Fortran 95! Hybrid GTO / 
PW! Any! Yes! Yes! Yes! No! Yes!

CPMD! Academic! Fortran! PW! Any! Yes! No! Yes! No! Yes!

CRYSTAL!
Academic 

(UK) / 
Commercial!

Fortran! GTO! Any! Yes! No! Yes! Yes2! Yes!

DALTON! Academic! Fortran! GTO! No! No! No! Yes! Yes! Yes!

DIRAC! Academic! Fortran 77, 
Fortran 90, C! GTO! No! No! No! Yes! Yes! Yes!

Firefly / PC 
GAMESS! Academic! Unknown! GTO! No! Yes3! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

GAMESS 
(UK)!

Academic 
(UK) / 

Commercial!
Fortran! GTO! No! No! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

GAMESS 
(US)! Academic! Fortran! GTO! No! Yes4! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

GAUSSIAN! Commercial! Fortran! GTO! Any! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

JAGUAR! Commercial! Unknown! GTO! Unknown! Yes! No! Yes! Yes! Yes!

MOLCAS! Commercial! Fortran! GTO! No! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

MOLPRO! Commercial! Fortran! GTO! No! No! No! Yes! Yes! Yes!

MOPAC! Academic / 
Commercial! Fortran! Unknown! Unknown! Unknown! Yes! No! No! No!

NWChem! ECL v2! Fortran 77 / C! GTO, PW! Yes(PW) No
(GTO)! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

ORCA! Academic! C++! GTO! No! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

Q-Chem! Commercial! Fortran / C++! GTO! No! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

Quantum 
ESPRESSO! GPL! Fortran! PW! 3d! Yes! No! Yes! No! Yes!

SIESTA! Academic! Fortran! NAO! 3d! Yes! No! No! No! Yes!

TURBOMOLE! Commercial! Fortran! GTO! No! Yes! No! Yes! Yes! Yes!

a "Academic": academic (no cost) license possible upon request; "Commercial": commercially distributed.
b Support for periodic systems (3d-crystals, 2d-slabs, 1d-rods and isolated molecules):

3d-periodic codes always allow the simulation of systems with lower dimensionality within a supercell.

Specified here is the capability for actual simulation within lower periodicity.

1 Trough interface to MOPAC.
2 Through CRYSCOR program.
3 Through Ascalaph.
4 Through interface to TINKER.
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

1.3 THE NUCLEI DYNAMICS

The physical observable traditionally measure for reactive processes are
thermal rate coefficients k(T). Thermal rate coefficients k(T) can be usually
decomposed in state-to-state rate coefficients kij(T)

k(T) = Â
i f

ki f (T) (1.10)

with i being the initial and f the final states of the system and T its tem-
perature. In bimolecular processes state-to-state rate coefficients can be
evaluated by properly integrating the state-to-state cross section sij(Etr)
over the translation energy Etr.

ki f =
⇣ 8

pµk3
BT3

⌘ 1
2
Z •

0
Etrsi f (Etr)e

� Etr
kBT dEtr (1.11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and µ the reduced mass of the colli-
sional system. In turn, sij(Etr) can be evaluated by summing over all the
contributing values of the total angular momentum quantum number J the
properly weighed detailed partial (fixed J) reactive probabilities PJ

i f (Etr) as
follows

sij(Etr) =
•

Â
J=0

p

k2
i f
(2J + 1) PJ

i f (Etr) (1.12)

PJ
i f (Etr) is equal to the square modulus of the corresponding scattering

matrix S.
The scattering S matrix elements, that contain the dynamical information
we are looking for, are evaluated by considering that the nuclei Schrödinger
equation given in 1.6 is a first order differential equation in t and its solu-
tion must have the form

y

n(R, t) = Û(t, t0)y
n(R, t0). (1.13)

The operator Û(t, t0) is called time evolution operator, or wave operator. It is
a linear operator, in accordance with the principle of superposition, and
satisfies the initial condition Û(t0, t0) = 1̂.
If the system is not subject to external forces (that is if the Hamilton oper-
ator is independent of time as we have already assumed before) the time
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1.3. The nuclei dynamics

evolution operator reads

Û(t, t0) = e
�iĤDt

h̄ , (1.14)

where Dt = t � t0. From this, equation 1.13 can be reformulated as

y(R, t) = e
�iĤDt

h̄
y(R, t0). (1.15)

Introducing Eq. 1.15 in the Schrödinger equation 1.6, we can drop the time
dependence and get the time independent (TI) form of the Schrödinger
equation:

Ĥy

n(R, t0) = Ey

n(R, t0) (1.16)

that is one dimension less than TD one.
This means that we can indifferently use two quantum techniques to solve
the problem: the TD (time dependent) and the TI (time independent) ones.
A key difference between the two approaches is that in the first case one
solves equations like 1.6 using time as the continuity variable whereas, in
the second case, one solves equations like 1.16 for which a new continuity
variable has to be worked out. Another difference is that in TI methods
y

n of reactants is propagated from the reactant to the product region (or
from an intermediate point towards both reactant and product region) and
then by comparison with the unperturbed solutions the S matrix is worked
out. On the contrary in the TD method the wavepacket, initially shaped to
describe the reactant system, is mapped at each time step on the product
wavefunction and the time dependent coefficient of the projection are then
Fourier transformed to evaluate the S matrix. Nowadays quantum calcu-
lations are routinely performed for atom diatom systems whose Hamilto-
nian is three dimensional and for the particular arrangement t reads

Ĥn = � h̄2

2µ3t

r2
R

t

� h̄2

2µ2t

r2
r

t

+ V(R
t

, r
t

, q

t

) (1.17)

with µ3t

being the atom-diatom reduced mass and µ2t

the diatomic re-
duced mass. R and r are the Jacobi distances for the three body case and q

the angle formed by R and r as illustrated in Figure 1.1. For four body sys-
tems (like the diatom diatom ones) the Hamiltonian is six dimensional (see
Chapter 4) and the computations becomes more difficult. Exact Quantum
computations of larger systems are still out of reach even with presently
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

A

B

C

CM

R

r

θ

Figure 1.1: Sketch of the Jacobi internal coordinates for an atom diatom system.

available computers.

When the system is too large to afford using quantum dynamical means,
classical trajectories calculations can be adopted in order to compute ki-
netic observables. These allow the study of the dynamics at microscopic
level (differential and total cross sections, product energy distributions,
etc.) as well as at macroscopic level (thermal rate constants) by a Monte
Carlo integration of Eq. 1.11 in which the classical equations of motion

ṗi = �∂H
∂qi

(1.18)

q̇i = +
∂H
∂pi

(1.19)

need to be integrated in time for each particle i (in the BO scheme only nu-
clei) for a large set of randomly generated initial position q and momenta
p.
In order to run the trajectories, the potential energy surface needs to be
supplied. To adequately sample the initial phase space (and therefore to
get meaningful results) many trajectories (usually several thousand) have
to be run.

1.4 THE CHEMICAL KINETICS SYSTEMS

The quantum or classical simulations of the kinetics of chemical systems
do not necessarily require the knowledge of the PES over the all range

12
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1.4. The chemical kinetics systems

of configuration space. Thermal reaction rates, thanks to their largely av-
eraged nature, can be also satisfactorily estimated using approximate ki-
netic models such as Transition State Theory (TST) [8], RRKM [9] and Mas-
ter Equation [10] which require limited informations on the PES. The im-
provement of the efficiency of program devoted to the calculation of elec-
tronic structure and potential energy values combined with the progress
in reaction rate theory has significantly enhanced the possibility of cal-
culating rate coefficients with an accuracy comparable with experimental
uncertainties. The precision of the kinetic data calculated in this way de-
pends simultaneously on the accuracy of the potential energy surface (in
particular regions of the phase space associated with reactive events) up
to fractions of a kcal mol-1, of the partition function, and of the rate theory
level used to describe the reaction.

Transition State Theory

In the case of a temperature dependent rate coefficients based on a poten-
tial energy surface with a well-defined saddle point, TST is often sufficient
to calculate the high-pressure limit rate coefficients. TST focus on the acti-
vation process assuming that thermal rate coefficients are determined only
wby what happens at the saddle point with a substantial ininfluence what
happens before or afterward. The transition state divides the phase space
into a reactant region and a product region separated by a "dividing hy-
persurface" normal to the "reaction coordinate" (a coordinate connecting
smoothly reactants to products in TST usually taken as a minimum energy
path). TST also assumes that the motion along reaction coordinate can be
separated from that on all other degrees of freedom.
The classical TST expression to evaluate thermal rate constants:

k(T) = k

kbT
h

Q‡

QAQB
e-Ea/RT (1.20)

has been proposed by Eyring [11] in 1935 and applied with considerable
success to a wide variety of reactive processes. In this equation Q‡ is the
transition state partition function, QA and QB are respectively the reac-
tants partition functions, k is the transmission coefficient, Ea the activation
energy and kb, R and h the well known physical constants.
Variational version of TST (VTST) improves over it the accuracy of the
kinetic parameters (for reactions with a defined barrier) by taking into ac-
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

count entropic effects. Moreover, its variational nature is appropriate for
reactions with no defined saddle point on the PES, i.e. no reaction barrier.

RRKM / ME
The rate coefficient of a large number of reaction, such as the unimolec-
ular ones, show a strong dependence also on pressure. For this type of
reactions, different theoretical refinements are necessary to properly ac-
count for the pressure effects on the rate coefficients. Elementary reactions
involving one isomer (single well) and one reaction pathway (single po-
tential channel) were first described using RRKM theory. The fundamental
idea that underlies this theory is that the degrees of freedom of a highly ex-
cited, isolated molecule or collision complex are so strongly coupled that
the intramolecular distribution of the excess energy occurs faster than the
characteristic time for reaction. The RRKM assumption is that the reac-
tant of each elementary step is in microcanonical equilibrium; therefore
one gets the same rates regardless of how energy is deposited in the var-
ious degree of freedom of a molecule (or complex). It is thus possible to
define universally applicable elementary rate coefficient (for unimolecular
elementary steps) k(E) as:

k(E) =
1
h

N‡(E)
r(E)

(1.21)

where N‡(E) is the sum of states of the transition state with energy lower
than or equal to E and r(E) is the reactant density of states per unit energy,
bypassing entirely the problem of computing the intramolecular dynamics
of the complexes.
For multiple-channel and multiple-well systems, more accurate Master
Equation (ME) methods have to be envisaged to accurately describe the
competition between reaction and collisional stabilization. These approaches
constitute the state of the art for the description of pressure dependent
multi-well and multi-channel system. ME simulations are based on the
formulation of a set of integro-differential equations that describes the evo-
lution in time of the concentration of each species. ME calculations require
microcanonical rate constants k(E) (computed from RRKM) and energy
transfer parameters. It is useful to note that accurate predictions of pres-
sure dependent rate coefficient obtained from ME/RRKM calculations still
depend on semi-empirical factors such as collisional energy transfer.
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1.5. GEMS the GRID simulator

The accuracy of the PES is another factor that critically influences the
precision of the calculated rate parameters. For example the effect of the
deviation of the vibrating rotating fragments from rigid rotor harmonic
oscillator (RRHO) on the calculation of the partition function is crucial. Vi-
brational anharmonicities can affect the accuracy of the rate coefficients not
only through the calculation of partition function but also through the tun-
neling transmission coefficient. A proper description of the low frequency
motions (such as internal rotations) is therefore necessary to achieve good
accuracy. Several methods have been developed to accurately calculate
hindered rotor contributions [12, 13].

1.5 GEMS THE GRID SIMULATOR

At the core of the problems discussed in the previous section is computa-
tional efficiency and the heaviness of the associated computational cam-
paigns.
A solution to this was found in the adoption of concurrent computing (and
in particular Grid computing) that is the current paradigm for high through-
put computing (HTC) as the ones of the present thesis. This has requested
from our side to dig to some extent into the structure of the used computer
codes and to reorganize the codes in a concurrent fashion. Our efforts for
a concurrent reorganization of the programs calculating the properties of
reactive systems has mainly focused on parameter sweeping approaches
exploiting the fact that either the dynamical or the kinetic equations start-
ing from different sets of initial conditions.
Accordingly, the computation is articulated as a coarse grained uncoupled
loop over total or internal energies (for quantum dynamics), coordinates
and momenta (for classical trajectories) or temperature and pressure for
kinetic calculations. To this end, the various components of our treatment
were gathered together in a single workflow implemented on the Grid
(from this the name GEMS (Grid Empowered Molecular Simulator)) and
a procedure able to handle concurrently large sets of jobs was developed.
Each job execution requires the sending to the Grid of an execution script,
of a specific input file and of the program adopted for the calculation. The
execution script is the same for all jobs while the input file is different for
each job. In order to better cope with the heterogeneous nature of both
the computing hardware and software (compilers, libraries, submission
systems, etc.) of the Grid, executable rather than source programs were
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

distributed over the net. In fact, in spite of the fact that the time required
for sending the source code is considerably shorter than that required for
sending its executable (such procedure is also more selective in terms of
the type of machine to adopt) this approach exploits the fact that there is
no need for identifying the compiler of each machine, selecting the opti-
mal options for compilation, compiling the code and verifying that all runs
give exactly the same results as the ones obtained on the original machine.
The net result is (including networking time) a speed up factor equal to
about half the number of processors used.

However, as we shall discuss in detail in the next section, the power
of Grid computing goes much further than just distributing jobs execu-
tion and gaining a very large speed up. GEMS has in fact enormously
increased our capability to simulate chemical processes at the molecular
level and to leap forward in modeling natural phenomena, designing new
materials and products, mastering new technologies and carrying out in-
novative experiments. This progress typically requires the assemblage of
various pieces of software, the convergence of the competences of differ-
ent experts, the concurrence of the elaboration on several processors. The
GEMS ability of virtually gathering to coperate in an easy way all the nec-
essary hardware, software and human resources is its true added value
To exploit this we have established COMPCHEM [1] a virtual organiza-
tion (VO) that gathers together the expertise necessary to GEMS. GEMS is
made, in fact, of three computational blocks: Interaction (evaluate the elec-
tronic interaction among the atoms involved), Dynamics (solve the equa-
tions of motion of the nuclei), Observables (perform the averaging over
multiple valued parameters to compose theoretical estimates of observ-
able properties). As shown in Figure 1.2 the related workflow has been
generalized by articulating the procedure in the three modules:

• Interaction is the module that carries out full or partial evaluation,
if not otherwise available, of the investigated system potential en-
ergy values. If needed also a suitable functional form is fitted to the
Ab Initio (AI) single point potential energy values. As we shall dis-
cuss later, in order to facilitate interoperation among different quan-
tum chemistry codes, Q5 (quantum chemistry) and D5 (dynamics)de
facto standard formats have been developed to store data in related
files (circles in the figure).

• Dynamics is the module that carries out the solutions of the equa-
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Figure 1.2: The workflow of GEMS for the a priori modeling of chemical reactions.

tions determining the dynamics of the nuclei of the system. In a
rigorous approach the problem is dealt by using full dimensional
quantum mechanics means which are the method of election for an
exact calculation of chemical reactivity. However, except for small
systems, reduced dimensionality quantum or classical or semi- (or
quasi-) classical mechanics methods need to be used (or even a com-
bination of them and model treatments).

• Observable is the module that carries out the necessary statistical
(and model) treatments of the outcomes of the theoretical calcula-
tions to provide a priory estimates of the measured properties of the
system. This implies a proper sampling of both initial and final con-
ditions as well as an additional integration over some unobserved
variables.
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1. MOLECULAR SIMULATORS

1.6 THE KINETICS VERSION OF THE WORKFLOW

As already mentioned in the previous section, when dynamic calculations
become unfeasible the kinetic thermal rate coefficients can be worked out
using the previously mentioned model treatments. In Figure 1.3 the ver-
sion of the workflow modified for kinetic studies of a general reactive sys-
tem is shown.

Input

Interaction

Kinetics

Observables

Freq ? OptG ?

1DHR Vib. Anal. Geometry Opt.

No

Yes Yes No

k(T) k(E) k(T,P)

TST RRKM ME

Kin Model

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 1.3: The workflow of GEMS for the calculation of the kinetic parameter of
chemical reactions.

As apparent from Fig. 1.3 the main stream of the workflow remains
almost unaltered with the division into three computational blocks. How-
ever the path followed inside each module is quite different. As already
mentioned, in fact, generally applicable methods for kinetics, unlike de-
tailed dynamics, do not require the knowledge of the whole PES. They
only use the stationary points lying along the reaction coordinate. Yet, in
the Interaction block, for each stationary point optimized geometries, vi-
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1.7. Bridging HTC to HPC

brational frequencies and partition functions need to be calculated with
high accuracy. Once these informations have been collected, the thermal
rate coefficients can be worked out, within the Kinetics block, with dif-
ferent kinetics methods depending on the informations needed the model
adopted.

1.7 BRIDGING HTC TO HPC

The development of GEMS requires not only the cooperation between com-
plementary expertise and softwares but it has also prompted the coordi-
nated usage of HPC and HTC computational platforms to run packages
whose performance vary as a function of the calculation parameters The
advent of large grids made of off-the-shelf High Throughput Computing
(HTC) elements has in fact provided scientists with increasing processing
power based on small memories and moderately fast architectures. How-
ever several computational chemistry programs make heavy usage of HPC
resources. Yet HPC and HTC platforms pursue different strategies in sup-
plying computing capabilities. Namely:

• HPC networks (like PRACE [14] in Europe and TeraGrid [15] in the
United States) offer a suitable distributed infrastructure for tightly
coupled calculations requiring large memory sizes, MPI libraries [16],
a high speed interconnection network, large and high throughput
storage devices. The interconnection of the different supercomput-
ers is mainly intended in this case for facilitating the job management
and offering unified resources (like storage).

• HTC grids (like that of the European Grid Infrastructure EGI) offer a
highly cost-effective computational platform exploiting the concur-
rent elaboration of a huge number of small-middle sized computers
most often of the rackable CPU cluster type. The typical job exploit-
ing the advantage of this infrastructure consists of a huge amount of
substantially uncoupled computational tasks that can be distributed
on independent CPUs.

These HPC and HTC computing paradigms have developed in the past
separately, and sometimes even conflictingly, to enable two totally dif-
ferent approaches to concurrent computing. As a consequence, they are
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also managed by middlewares quite different in nature and target differ-
ent classes of applications, numerical algorithms and computational meth-
ods. Yet, from the researchers’ point of view, it is difficult to cooperatively
handle the different HPC and HTC infrastructures even if many scien-
tific fields and researchers would greatly benefit from combining the two
paradigms together. This will, in fact, enable the accurate modeling of
real-like systems and the assemblage of virtual reality simulations based
on multi-scale and multi-physics approaches.
For these reasons, COMPCHEM, in the last years, has been engaged in
designing and implementing accurate realistic multi-scale GEMS applica-
tions, involving the coordinated utilization of HPC and HTC resources.
This is meant to overcome the shortcomings of the present unsatisfactory
situation whereby none of the available resources is suited for complex re-
quests, in terms of the diversity of requested computations, as is the case
of GEMS. What is lacking, in fact, is the coordination of different systems,
such as HPC and HTC, to interoperate via a single Workflow Management
System that properly isolates into known patterns the user Workflow and
dispatches the associated building blocks to the most suitable resource.
This would allow a more efficient execution of complex applications.
This is, indeed, the main work of GriF (Grid Framework) [17, 18] that is
a Workflow Management System (WfMS) designed in our laboratory to
support users of the COMPCHEM VO, mainly, in optimizing the return of
their parameter sweeping studies submitted to the Grid, to split the Work-
flow execution into single blocks whose execution is most suited either
to HPC or HTC platforms. The elaboration of a project for implementing
such a High Performance Grid (called HIPEG) has requested a tight col-
laboration among experts of IGI (the Italian Grid Initiative) [19] for what
concerns the gLite middleware, of CINECA (the largest Supercomputing
Center of Italy) [20] for the UNICORE software stack and of COMPCHEM
for the structuring of the use-case.

As a prototype HIPEG application we have considered the implemen-
tation of the first block of GEMS devoted to the ab initio calculation of the
electronic structure of molecular systems (in our case we considered a high
level few atom one). Quantum detailed calculations of this type require,
in fact, nodes (or clusters of nodes) equipped with large (of the order of
many GB) physical or virtual memories and processors performing at the
level of several Gigaflops to work out the whole Potential Energy Surface.
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Moreover, in order to work out a global PES, we need to repeat single point
calculations for many geometries of the system. To this end use has been
made of the package GAMESS (US) [21] and GriF has been structured so
as to allow the launch of jobs on both the Grid and the IBM SP6 machine
of CINECA.
In order to distribute grid-oriented GAMESS jobs on a HPC platform, mon-
itor their evolution and gather the results back to the user, the whole pack-
age was implemented as a service offered by the SP6 machine of CINECA
that makes use of MPI and OpenMP libraries. Furthermore, GriF has been
implemented as a modular structure so as to allow, in the near future, th
utilization the EMI [22] Execution Service [23], presently under develop-
ment, that will offer a new, common interface for job submission, specifi-
cally conceived with the intent of encompassing both HTC and HPC envi-
ronments.
In addition to the user benefits, on the resource providers side there are
also good reasons for coordinating the use of HPC and HTC infrastruc-
tures and interoperate large computational applications allowing an opti-
mization of the different computing resources usage. It is, in fact, not in-
frequent the case in which a user utilizes HPC platforms not as such but as
a bunch of loosely coupled processors underutilizing their fast dedicated
network. At the same time, HTC users may utilize massively distributed
HTC platforms to solve tightly coupled computational tasks ending up by
wasting a large amount of time in transferring data. A coordination of the
two types of platforms to interoperate via a single Workflow and properly
manage the various components on the most suitable of them, would in-
stead allow a clever composition of complex applications that optimizes
the use of the various computing resources and offers to the users the
best level of performance. The prototype applications chosen by us to test
these execution patterns (that we will call HTPC skeletons) typically con-
sist of two COMPCHEM codes which combine the use of HPC and HTC
facilities. These HTPC skeletons are, indeed, typical of several Computa-
tional Chemistry applications of COMPCHEM. Figure 1.7 shows the im-
plementation of a general scientific workflow based on an execution flow
distributing high computational demanding independent jobs (An) on a
HPC platform. The produced outputs are then collected and processed
to become part of the input of a large number of subsequent independent
tasks (Bn) that can be submitted and monitored on the HTC infrastruc-
ture. Each job both in the HPC and HTC section can be further composed
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Figure 1.4: HPTC workflow for a n-HPC to m-HTC general HPTC skeleton.
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by several sub-jobs which make the entire flow very complex and versatile.
As can be seen, the workflow is of much more general validity than before
said because its building blocks constitutes the basic components of many
of the presently used computational applications developed not only in
Chemistry and Materials Sciences but also in several other disciplines.
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2

Code interoperability in Quantum chemistry
and Dynamics

A fascinating problem (additional to that of bridging HTC and HPC re-
sources) prompted by the cooperative nature of the grid, especially for
complex workflows interconnecting programs belonging to different do-
main of chemistry, is data interoperability. The possibility for user appli-
cations to run on the different machines of heterogeneous and distributed
platforms and utilize data coming from different packages and programs
in a cooperative fashion (so that the outcome of a program can be straight-
forwardly managed by other programs) is a difficult task to achieve.
More specifically, in GEMS the topic is of great interest not only for both
the purely theoretical modules (INTERACTION and DYNAMICS) but also
for the one dealing more directly with the assemblage of the virtual signal
(OBSERVABLES). In GEMS, in fact, code sharing is used both for devel-
oping and testing new theories and hypotheses and for managing modern
experiments. Despite that there is still a significant time lag into standard-
ization with respect to other scientific domains, probably due to the par-
ticular nature of the data to be treaded, that is usually large in size and
complex in structure.
Along this direction, significant efforts have been already spent, within the
D37 COST action "GridChem" [24], for the development and implementa-
tion of the two common models for QC and QD called respectively Q5cost
[25, 26, 27] and D5cost [28, 29, 30].
The proposed Q5cost and D5cost formats are extensible data models which
represent the first move towards standard representations of data in Com-
putational Chemistry and are a clear candidate to become a universal model
for designing new data formats for inter- and intra- operability between
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different chemical domains. Together with these models a library was also
developed allowing the users to set up an interface program (wrapper) for
the conversion of the information from the code-specific language to the
Q5/D5 standard and vice versa.
As a result, these formats and libraries enhance data cooperation among
different packages, specially for the large binary datasets peculiar of the
field: Hamiltonian matrices, general operator elements (integrals), expan-
sion coefficients for orbitals and determinants and so on.

2.1 DATA OF AB INITIO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY

In order to design a successful data format for code interoperability, it is
necessary to take into account the scientific nature of the disciplines in-
volved, the possible connections among different programs, and the data
objects that can flow among them. As already mentioned we defined for
QC and QD the Q5cost and D5cost data models respectively. These two
models are interconnected with QD deriving from QC.
Ab initio computational tools are used to evaluate the electronic structure
of a molecule through suitable QC methods. As already mentioned all the
QC calculations considered in this work are performed in the framework
of Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. Several methods have been
proposed and are currently used to obtain approximate or high level of
theory solutions of Eq. 1.7. Correspondingly a large number of software
packages have been developed for this purpose. Generally speaking, these
codes start from the definition of a molecular species in terms of nature of
atoms, geometry, and atomic basis set; then one- and two-electron inte-
grals are computed and a preliminary Hartree-Fock or DFT calculation is
usually performed in order to produce Molecular Orbitals and to get a first
approximation of the energy (if needed, a post-HF treatment can follow to
introduce electron correlation (static or dynamic)). Finally, using the com-
puted wavefunction, general properties are evaluated.
For the sake of simplicity, we can divide available QC codes into general
codes and in-house made codes, although the border between the two
classes cannot be precisely set.

General codes, usually distributed under a license agreement, are stand-
alone programs that do not necessitate preliminary data objects. They can
start simply by the definition of the molecular system and compute the
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wavefunction and different properties at a given level of theory. Since
they are used outside the developers community, particular care is put
in designing user interfaces. Due to software engineering considerations,
they usually have a modular structure.

In-house made codes implement quite advanced or experimental post-
HF treatments (Configuration Interaction, Perturbation Theory, etc.). Their
use is often restricted to the group of developers, and they are under con-
stant development. For this reasons the user interface is usually rough and
seldom user-friendly. Software engineering techniques are not usually ap-
plied, the codes are smaller and much less modular. This type of codes
are not stand-alone: they usually rely on general-purpose codes in order
to pre compute input quantities required for the treatment (one- and two-
electron molecular integrals, orbitals coefficients, etc.).

Clearly both kinds of codes could take a great advantage from data for-
mat standardization because in this way they can share information and
produced data making interoperability much easier. Moreover the use of
a standardized format will allow information produced by in-house made
codes to become much more accessible, and at the same time will foster
usability of such codes.

On the contrary, as a matter of fact each code has presently its own way
of dealing with input, intermediate and final data with little or no care for
portability and compatibility. The first step is, therefore, to define a com-
mon policy for the representation of the produced data. This is the key
idea behind the Q5cost that for this purpose divides data into two classes
according to their size (there is no sharp border though between this two
classes): Small Data (SD) or Large Data (LD).

Small Data contain all the information necessary to define in a unique way
the molecular system, as well as the expectation values for the relevant
properties, total energies, orbital energies, occupation numbers, basis-set
overlaps, Molecular Orbitals, etc. In principle, SD can be stored in a for-
matted -human-readable way, since the amount of information associated
with them is quite limited. In some cases, QC codes organize this type of
information in xml structures (as in the case of Molpro [31], for instance).
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Large Data are the (often huge) data produced by the calculation and
worth to be stored for further use. They are preferably given as binary un-
formatted files because this is the most performing and effective way for
writing and reading such data. For their very nature large binary data need
not to be treated by xml-like models (too verbose) or stored into databases
(too structured). Nevertheless, the adoption of a common format for this
kind of data is crucial, since they are required for interoperability.

2.2 DATA OF QUANTUM DYNAMICS

Besides the accurate characterization of the chemical systems provided by
the QC packages, QD programs take care of determining the details of
their evolution in time. To investigate the connection between QC and QD
data we considered the well established prototype atom-diatom case.

A + BC(v, j) ! AB(v0, j0) + C (2.1)

in which an atom A collides with a molecule BC (being in the quantum
rovibrational state v, j) yielding a new molecule AB (in the v0, j0 rovibra-
tional state) and an isolated atom C or a new molecule AC (in the v00, j00
rovibrational state) and an isolated atom B. This process is also the sim-
plest model of a reaction in which a chemical bond breaks and a new one
is formed.
The most straightforward approaches to the description of the atom di-
atom reactions are the time dependent or time independent formulation of
the equation of motion for the nuclei (see Equations 1.15 and 1.16) in which
the central quantities that need to be stored are S matrix elements, whose
square moduli are the detailed state to state reaction probabilities from
which cross sections and rate coefficients can be evaluated. In the present
study we mainly focus on Quantum Dynamics. However the Q5/D5cost
model can be easily extended to other possible schemas. For example,
thanks to the fact that the potential energy gradient is retained, this ap-
proach can be used also for on-the-fly dynamics, i.e. to perform ab initio
calculations for each molecular geometry reached during dynamical calcu-
lations and directly derive from them the forces acting on the nuclei with-
out pre-computing a large set of potential energy values and fitting them
before starting dynamical calculations. Moreover, the extension to mixed
Quantum Mechanics: Molecular Mechanics Born-Oppenheimer Dynamics
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will be straightforward. The only difference with respect to the previous
case being that nuclei are propagated following Newton equations of mo-
tion. The ab initio derived gradients needed for this approach are already
among the information retained by the D5cost format.

The information to be passed from QC to QD are those on the potential
energy values of all the relevant molecular geometries. These information
are produced by the electronic structure ab initio packages and, if calcu-
lated on the proper grid and stored in a predetermined format, they can
flow directly to the dynamics programs. It is however important to point
out that QC data refers to a fixed geometry scheme, producing one out-
put result for each different geometrical organization of a given molecular
species. On the contrary, as already mentioned, dynamical calculations
consider all possible geometries contributing to the evolution of the sys-
tem. Accordingly, they need the detailed definition of the potential en-
ergy surface of the system under investigation. QD needs therefore, one
comprehensive file collecting information from multiple QC calculations.
Further information that must flow from QC to QD concerns the set of
adopted coordinates, the gradients, the Hessians and the non adiabatic
coupling matrices.
To channel such information from the QC to the QD domain, each QC
calculation is associated with a unique atomic specification and geometry
whose contents relevant to dynamics (atomic coordinates, energies, gra-
dients, Hessians, non adiabatic coupling matrix elements) are stored in a
Q5cost file. A set of Q5cost files, each related to different points for the
same molecular species, are then packed into a single D5cost file, ready to
be used as input by a fitting or a QD program.

2.3 THE DATA MODEL: Q5COST

Q5cost and D5cost are data models containing most of the quantities used
and produced respectively by QC and QD calculations, that are important
for interoperability. The main issue to face is that data types are not com-
pletely defined, models are continuously evolving and the same quantities
can be represented in different ways. The data scheme has to be general,
flexible and easy to upgrade and therefore the above mentioned informa-
tion have been integrated and organized into a logical hierarchical schema
optimizing containment.
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For these reasons, HDF5 [32] was selected as the base technology for the
data format assuring portability among different computing platforms and
efficiency, both in space (good compression algorithms) and time (good
I/O performance). Moreover the use of the HDF5 technology makes the
format very flexible and extensible, so that the file can be easily designed
in an incremental way. These hierarchical data models can be discussed
in terms of container (group in HDF5 terminology), metadata (attributes)
and data (data sets).

Data is the set of large binary quantities (such as integral, properties and
wavefunctions) that can be stored using matrices with an arbitrary num-
ber of indices (rank-n array). These quantities scale aggressively with the
size of the system and are normally accessed with a chunked approach
(i.e., using a well-defined buffer to read a block of data).

Metadata is, instead, a set of simple and small pieces of data describ-
ing and better defining the data. These quantities represent well-known
chemical entities like nuclear energy, molecular orbital labels, molecular
symmetry and can be stored as scalars, vectors or matrices.
Domain is the container for quantities defined on common function basis.
The role of the domain is to group together entities whose indices concep-
tually refer to the same kind of functions.

The Q5cost and D5cost data models are, therefore, common HDF5-based
formats made of a collection of chemical relevant objects related within a
hierarchical structure (see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2).

In the Q5cost model, a first (root) container, named System, has been
defined. It represents the molecular system as defined by its structural
data (chemical composition, spatial geometry and basis functions). All the
related general metadata can be associated with this container. A system
can contain several "domains". For the Q5cost data format the following
domain have been defined:

• AO (Atomic Orbitals): refers to the data defined on the AO basis:
overlap matrix and Hamiltonian matrix elements, i.e. one- and two-
electron integrals, in addition to the generic property integrals. With
"generic property" we refer to any other property that can be de-
scribed on the AO basis by the application of a suitable operator (for
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instance dipole moment integrals, magnetic dipole, etc..). More than
one AO domain is allowed, referring to different combinations of the
basis set.

• MO (Molecular Orbitals): refers to the data defined on the MO ba-
sis, one- and two-electron integrals and the generic property. This
domain contains also the transformation matrix needed to define the
MO on the AO basis. More than one MO domain is allowed, refer-
ring to different combinations of the AO basis. Relevant metadata
such as canonical orbital energies or orbital occupation numbers are
possible as well for every MO set.

• WF (wavefunction): refers to the definition of the wavefunction, in
terms of linear combination of determinants weighted by the proper
coefficients. More than one WF domain is allowed, referring to dif-
ferent levels of theory and different choices of the MO basis.
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Figure 2.1: Functional schema of the Q5cost data model.
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The latest version of the Q5cost (1.1) includes also the recent extension
to "electronic density" entities (in particular the one-particle and the two-
particle matrices, either on the MO or the AO basis), useful for linear scal-
ing algorithms.

2.4 THE D5COST DATA MODEL

The D5cost format has been tailored on the model of Q5cost and maintains
a similar structure. It is designed for Quantum Dynamical applications
and therefore must present different domains. A System (root) container
has been defined to store the information identifying the molecular system
(number of atoms, nuclear charge etc.). No information on molecular co-
ordinates are present in the root container, since the model allows multiple
geometries in a single file. At present, the following domains have been
included in the D5cost data model:

• Interaction: deals with the nuclear coordinates of a set of different
nuclear geometries storing for each of them the Coulomb interaction
as well as the potential energy values and related gradient and hes-
sian matrices.

• Dynamics: deals the information computed by the QD algorithms (S
matrix elements, reaction probabilities and rate coefficients).

• Observable: deals with measurable dynamic and kinetic quantities.

2.5 THE LIBRARY

The Q5cost and D5cost libraries provide read and write access to files de-
fined in accordance with the data models described before. By conven-
tion, the files have a .q5 and .d5 extension respectively. The two libraries
are written in Fortran95, are based on the HDF5 library and are made of
several hundred routines. The library is made of three layers, each one
providing different facilities:

• Q5core is a low level module designed to provide a wrapping facil-
ity for HDF5 routines. It also provides simplified routines to perform
frequently used low-level tasks. End users in general should not ac-
cess Q5core routines.
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• Q5error provides the routines needed for debugging and monitoring
the behavior of the library and of the application code. A ring buffer
is provided to keep track of error messages generated by the library.

• D5/Q5error defines the high-level application programming inter-
face. It provides access to the Q5cost/D5cost format with a high level
of abstraction. Accordingly, it is also the main reference for the final
users.

The library D5cost relies upon the same low level routines (Q5core and
Q5error) of the other library even if the user level (D5cost itself) has been
completely rewritten.

The library routine names are chemically meaningful and closely recall
their functions. The user interface devoted to the management of the data
format is defined as follow:

Q5cost_<Domain>_<Action>_<Object>
D5cost_<Domain>_<Action>_<Object>

where <Domain> represent the conceptual domain inside which the routine
acts, <Actions> specify the purpose of the routine (create, get, append etc.)

Figure 2.2: Functional schema of the D5cost data model.
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2. CODE INTEROPERABILITY IN QUANTUM CHEMISTRY AND DYNAMICS

and <Object> is the data object affected by the operation. A complete list
of all the routines and how to call them, is embedded directly into the
Fortran source code as comments using a custom tag system. The list can
be extracted with a simple parser to HTML either for web presentation or
for plain text.
The libraries can be directly used within a Fortran90 program and several
bindings have been developed for Fortran77, C, C++ and Python which
are automatically produced by a python script from the native Fortran95
library.

2.6 TOOLS AND WRAPPERS

The libraries come with a number of tools and utilities, useful for both de-
velopers and final users. Among tools designed for developers it can be
mentioned the already described tools for extracting documentation from
the source files and for building bindings for languages different from For-
tran90. As far as user tools are concerned, they mainly allow users to in-
spect the content of the Q5cost file. Indeed, even if the file is binary coded,
it is possible to inspect the content thanks to the presence of metadata.

• q5dump: is a simple tool that reports the content of a Q5cost file by
listing the data and the metadata contained in it.

• q5edit: is a more complete Python tool that allow the user to nav-
igate through the file, list the content and modify the data using
his/her favorite text editor.

Furthermore, since Q5cost files can contain relevant information on the
molecular system (geometry, molecular orbitals, etc...), an useful applica-
tion is related to the visualization of the molecular structure and of the den-
sities iso-surfaces (as a visual description of the file itself). Indeed, differ-
ent tools have been designed for the visualization of Q5cost files through
both molden format files and cube files which can be easily read from spe-
cialized tools like Molekel [33], GaussView [34] or Avogadro [35] to pro-
duce visual rendering of orbitals and molecular structures as the example
showed in Fig. 2.3.

In order to make a QC or QD program to interact with the Q5/D5cost
data model, i.e. to read and write data in the common format, there are
two possibilities:
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1. create "wrappers", special programs using the Q5/D5cost libraries,
and converting the data from/to the proprietary format and the com-
mon one;

2. call the Q5/D5cost routines directly into the program for managing
the data I/O

Although the presence of wrappers requires a somehow heavier infras-
tructure somehow heavier than the use of direct calls, the first choice has
the crucial advantage of permitting the evolution of the codes with lit-
tle or no consequences on the wrapper side. At present, several QC/QD
codes are interfaced with the Q5cost routines both through wrappers (Dal-
ton [36], Molcas [37], GAMESS (US) [21], COLUMBUS [38], ABC [39],
GFIT3C [40, 41]) and direct routine calls (Neptunus [42], QMC=CHEM [43]).

The structure of a wrapper: GAMCOST

For a given QC code, the output wrapper reads the output written in
the code specific language and converts it into the common format file

!
!

Figure 2.3: One of the two edge orbital iso-density surface of a linear Beryllium
chain. The image is produced by the Avogadro program from a cube file obtained
from a Q5cost file.
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2. CODE INTEROPERABILITY IN QUANTUM CHEMISTRY AND DYNAMICS

whereas the input wrapper makes the conversion from the common for-
mat to the specific language of the QC code.

GAMCOST is a specific external output wrapper written in Fortran90
and working on the two output (".out" and ".dat") file produced by the
GAMESS-US quantum chemistry code.
The program is articulated in four components:

• GAMCOST.F90 is the main file. In this file all the calls to the various
subroutines of the program are placed as well as to both the sub-
routines of the Q5cost library and the internal ones for reading the
GAMESS outputs. Looking into this file a user can easily figure out
what is written into Q5cost by looking at the different calls to the its
library. The actual version of the program shows on the monitor the
actions performed on the q5 file.

• open.F90 is the file providing the reading of the GAMCOST input
and the opening of the other needed files.

• read_out.F90 is the file providing the reading of the ".out" file. It is
a collection of subroutines that are invoked by the main file. Each of
these subroutines reads the output file for the required property and
passes it to the GAMCOST file which provides the writing into the
q5 file. This file contains most of the useful information produced by
GAMESS: geometry, energy, symmetries, etc.

• read_dat.F90 is the file providing the reading of the “dat” file. As
the previous one also this file is a collection of several subroutines de-
voted to the inspection of the dat file to work out the different infor-
mation contained in it. The dat file stores the matrix of the molecular
orbitals vectors and other quantities such as gradient and Hessian
matrices and localized orbitals matrix.

The program is compiled by a Makefile which includes the compiler flags
needed by the Q5cost library to work. After the compilation the user must
insert into the "input" file the informations needed by the program and run
the executable "gamcost". Here is an example of the GAMCOST input:

Q5 FILE NAME =filename.q5
Q5 TITLE =Title
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GAMESS OUTPUT =outputname.out
GAMESS DATFILE=datfilename.dat

AO USER TAG =aotag
MO USER TAG =motag

NUMBER OF WF =2
WF1 USER TAG =wf1_tag
WF2 USER TAG =wf2_tag

After these simple steps the user obtains a ".q5" file which contains all the
relevant quantities produced by GAMESS and can easily use this file for
the subsequent steps of his computational workflow.

Web site and SVN repository
A website for the dissemination of the Q5/D5cost data model has been
designed and is available at the address: http://q5cost.org/. The most
recent stable version (1.1) of the library is downloadable from the down-
load section of the site where full documentation and a list of related pub-
lications are also available.
Moreover Trac [44] page and a Subversion [45] instances are available, for
the project developers, at the address:

https://hpc-forge.cineca.it/trac/Q5cost

Trac provides an interface to subversion, an integrated Wiki and reporting
facilities for managing the software. Moreover an efficient ticket system is
provided in order to keep track of the issues and bugs within the project.
The services are hosted by the software development infrastructure HPC-
Forge at CINECA (https://hpc-forge.cineca.it).

2.7 PERFORMANCE AND BENCHMARKS

Due to the huge size of the Large Data stored in the Q5/D5cost files (mainly
integrals and wavefunction coefficients) a careful optimization of the per-
formances, both in term of disk space and access time, is crucial. More-
over the necessity for transferring files over the network in computational
GRID applications makes this problem very important for computational
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Table 2.1: Times (in seconds) for writing 15, 000, 064 integrals as a function of the
chunk/buffer size. The total size of the two files is similar: 343 Mbytes (conven-
tional file) and 346 Mbytes (Q5cost file).

No. of integrals: 15 000 064

Buffer Size Time Fortran Binary (s) Time Q5cost (s)

1 024 265.23 226.62
2 048 121.13 114.53
4 096 62.38 59.02
8 192 34.39 31.46

16 384 18.86 17.04
32 768 8.56 6.09

131 072 6.19 4.86
262 144 5.84 4.08

intensive applications of such a data model. The choice of HDF5 as base
technology let us to take advantage of its highly-optimized I/O features
with the use of the embedded compression facilities provided by the zip
libraries.
A number of simple benchmark tests were carried out in order to verify
that the Q5/D5cost library infrastructure did not impose a significant over-
head on the I/O operations. The tests consist in the production of a Q5cost
file, with its internal structure, and a conventional Fortran file with un-
formatted sequential access. A varying number of two-electron integral
(one-dimensional array of real numbers and a four-dimensional array of
integer numbers) are then written on these files using a chunk of variable
size and finally the time for the writing and the disk occupation for the
two formats have been compared.
In Table 2.1 the the effect of the chunk size on the time required for writ-

ing a given large amount of integrals has been reported. As expected, an
increase in the chunk size brings to a limitation in the I/O access to the
file, resulting in a significant reduction of the overall writing time, both
for the conventional and Q5cost files. The time for the Q5cost file is lower
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than the time for the conventional file, regardless of the chunk size. This
confirms the optimized approach of the HDF5 library in the management
of large amount of data.
Writing times and disk occupation for an increasing number of integrals,
by using a fixed value for the chunk/buffer size, have been reported in Ta-
ble 2.2. The sizes of the two files are comparable with the conventional file
being slightly smaller than the Q5cost file. The difference is mainly evident
for smaller sizes and is about 1% of the total size. It can be rationalized in
terms of the more complex structure of the HDF5 file containing also meta-
data as compared to a conventional Fortran binary file. The writing time
is significant reduced by using the Q5cost library, and the difference be-
comes important as the file size increases. For instance, in the case of a 2.3
GB file the difference becomes about 18%.
These results were obtained without the use of the compression option
of the HDF5. For these reason the dimension of the written files for the
Q5cost case need to be intended as an upper limit to the real size. Using
the HDF5 compression option, in fact, the disk occupation reduces by a
factor from 3 to 10, depending on the system characteristics. Timings are
also reduced since the overhead due to the compression activity is more
than counterbalanced by the reduction in the I/O volume.
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Table 2.2: Disk occupation and writing time (in seconds) as a function of the num-
ber of integrals. The chunk/buffers size is fixed.

Buffer size: 16,384 bytes

Q5cost Fortran

Num. Integral Size Writing Time Size Writing Time

16 384 397 KB 5.00 ⇥ 10�2 384 KB 5.00 ⇥ 10�2

65 536 1.5 MB 1.00 ⇥ 10�1 1.5 MB 1.00 ⇥ 10�1

114 688 2.7 MB 0.15 2.6 MB 0.17
507 904 12.0 MB 0.62 12 MB 0.68

1 015 808 23.0 MB 1.21 23 MB 1.37
5 013 504 115.0 MB 5.88 115 MB 6.41

10 010 624 231.0 MB 11.11 229 MB 12.12
50 003 968 1.1 GB 56.19 1.1 GB 64.21
100 007 936 2.34 GB 125.32 2.2 GB 148.53
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3

High level ab initio calculations of small systems

As discussed in the first chapter the starting module of GEMS is INTER-
ACTION that evaluates the Potential Energy Surface of the investigated
system. The INTERACTION module offers a choice of ab initio packages
devoted to the calculation not only of the microscopic properties of the
molecular system but also of the kinetics and thermodynamics parame-
ters. For our purpose high-level wavefunction based theoretical methods,
such as CCSD(T) and Full CI, were used as will discussed in detail in the
present Chapter for some study cases.

3.1 COUPLED-CLUSTER STUDY: THE ELECTRONIC WAVEFUNCTION OF
TETRAHEDRAL CLUSTERS

Alkali and noble-metal tetrahedral clusters are interesting systems that ex-
hibit particular and sometimes exotic electronic properties. Such systems
are known to have bound states in which all the valence electrons have the
same spin (5 A2), giving rise to the so called "no-paired" chemical bonds, a
situation which seems to be in contrast with the common chemical bond-
ing model.
For these reasons, these systems have been intensively studied by sev-
eral groups using both density functional theory (DFT) [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]
and wave-function based methods [51, 52, 53]. Moreover it seems that, at
low temperature, these highest-spin cluster states are stabilized by helium
droplets, with a very high total spin selectivity: in such conditions, they
give rise to aggregates so stable that it was possible to determine experi-
mentally many of their spectroscopic parameters.
In spite of the obvious interest for the quintet with tetrahedral geometry,
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3. HIGH LEVEL ab initio CALCULATIONS OF SMALL SYSTEMS

the other electronic states also deserve attention, in order to better under-
stand the peculiarity of these systems. This is particularly true for the low-
est lying state, bearing a triplet multiplicity. The global-minimum geom-
etry of these systems is, in fact, characterized by a rhomboidal structure,
with an electronic wavefunction having a singlet spin multiplicity. At a
slightly higher energy we find a manifold of electronic states with tetrahe-
dral geometries, which are characterized by different total spins culminat-
ing in the no-pair bonding quintet. The lowest-energy states within this
manifold are characterized by triplet spin multiplicities, and are the main
object of the present study. In these systems, because of the presence, in the
undistorted tetrahedral geometry, of three degenerate-energy levels that
host two electrons in the triplet state, the system undergoes a first-order
Jahn-Teller distortion [54] that flattens the tetrahedron. To rationalize this
effect, we performed high-quality Coupled-Cluster (CC) calculations on
the Li4, Na4, K4 and Cu4 clusters. The electronic structure of the isolated
atom is characterized by a closed-shell structure ([R] and [R](n � 1)d10, for
Alkali and Noble-metal, respectively, where [R] indicates a rare-gas core),
on top of which there is an ns1 unpaired electron. Since the ns and np
orbital energies are close, and much higher than those of the underlying
electrons, the electronic structure of these clusters is characterized mainly
by the behavior of the four valence electrons in the four ns orbitals. In this
study we restricted the analysis to the lightest atomic species, up to the
fourth period. Heavier atoms cannot be treated at a non-relativistic level.
One has to take into account, in fact, spin-orbit effects (which, however, go
beyond the scope of the present work). We performed geometry optimiza-
tions of the singlet (rhombus), triplet (distorted and undistorted tetrahe-
dron) and quintet (tetrahedron) lowest states. Moreover, in order to get an
insight on the nature of the calculated stationary points, we computed the
frequencies of the optimized geometries for the singlet and triplet minima.
Additional MRCI calculations on the D2d optimized geometries were per-
formed for different states and wavefunction symmetries.

The symmetry group of regular (i.e., undistorted) tetrahedral X4 is Td.
The lowest states are obtained by distributing the four valence electrons
over the four valence ns orbitals of the four atoms, while the remaining
doubly occupied orbitals form a totally symmetric core (A1 symmetry),
and do not contribute to the total symmetry. The four singly occupied ns
atomic orbitals give rise to one a1 molecular orbital f0, and a three-fold de-
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3.1. Coupled-Cluster study: the electronic wavefunction of tetrahedral
clusters

Figure 3.1: Representation of the structures for the singlet D2d (left panel) and
triplet D2h (right panel) configurations.

generate t2 set, f1, f2 and f3. Notice that these last orbitals have a slightly
higher energy than f0. A total of six singlets, five triplets and one quintet
states can be obtained from the four valence electrons in the {a1, t2} va-
lence orbitals set. We shall concentrate here on the lowest state, which is
expected to be a triplet. In fact, by adopting a monoelectronic approxima-
tion, one can guess that the ground state of this system will be obtained by
having the a1 orbital doubly occupied, while two electrons are placed into
two of the three t2 orbitals. In this way, we have (a1)

2 (t2)
2 occupation. Be-

cause of orbital degeneracy, the ground state of the system is expected to
be a triplet. Three degenerate triplets can be built by distributing two elec-
trons in the three degenerate orbitals, and the system will be Jahn-Teller
distorted. A distortion from a Td to D2d structure will keep the degener-
ation of two out of the three originally degenerate orbitals. Since a triplet
state has two singly occupied orbitals, this distortion pattern, lowering the
energy of the two degenerate orbitals and lifting the energy level of the
third one, is expected to be the most favorable one.
The type of distortion (oblate versus prolate tetrahedron) can be inferred

by the following energy considerations. Let us consider the tetrahedron
as composed of two interacting fragments (two dimers), placed at a vari-
able distance Rz (see Figure 3.1). The orbitals of each fragment will be
be indicated as sg and su, accordingly to their (local) symmetry with re-
spect to the dimer central point. The four valence Molecular Orbitals of
the tetramer can be expressed as different combinations of the bonding
and antibonding orbitals of the dimers as shown in Figure 3.2. In particu-
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lar, the a1 orbital f0 will result from the in-phase combination of the two
bonding orbitals sg,

• f0 = sg(1) + sg(2).

The three t2 orbitals, on the other hand, can be expressed as

• f1 = sg(1)� sg(2)

• f2 = su(1) + su(2)

• f3 = su(1)� su(2)

(notice that, because of orbital degeneracy in the Td symmetry, different
expression are also possible for these last three orbitals). The last orbital
f3 has an antibonding character with respect to the interaction between
the two fragments. Let us suppose it is this orbital that is kept empty in
the triplet wavefunction (the three t2 being equivalent, this assumption is
by no means restrictive). By “squeezing” the tetrahedron (i.e., by reduc-
ing the value of d), the two fragments will become closer, and the energy
of the empty orbital f3 will increase. As a consequence, the energy of
the two remaining degenerates orbitals f1 and f2 will lower in energy. In
a regular tetrahedron, the relation Rz = Rx/

p
2 holds, where Rx is the

atom-atom distance in each dimer, while Rz is the distance between the
middle points of the two dimers. In analogy with ellipsoids, a tetrahedron
will be called “oblate” if Rz is smaller than the ideal value, and “prolate”
if it is larger. The triplet wavefunction will be stabilized by a distortion
toward an oblate tetrahedron. Indeed, our calculations invariably show a
distortion of the tetrahedron at the energy minimum that reduces the value
of d for the ground-state triplet wavefunction with respect to the regular
tetrahedron.
So we can infer the correspondence between orbitals belonging to the Td

and D2d point group, respectively:

• a1 ! a1

• t2 ! {e, b2}

Because of first-order Jahn-Teller distortion the three degenerate t2 orbitals
split in two degenerate e orbitals and one orbital of symmetry b2, higher in
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3.1. Coupled-Cluster study: the electronic wavefunction of tetrahedral
clusters

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the four valence orbitals f0 (a), f1 (b), f2
(c), f3 (d) expressed as combinations of the bonding and antibondig orbitals of the
interacting fragments. The two colors stand for the positive (black) or negative
(gray) phase.

Figure 3.3: Contour plots of the f3 orbital for the four investigated clusters at the
Q(T) (top) and Q(Q) (bottom) geometries. See text for more details.
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energy. Hence the distorted triplet wavefunction will have a 3 A2 symme-
try.
This analysis is confirmed by the orbital energies of the triplet and the
quintet states. They are reported in Table 3.1, for the four types of clus-
ters and three different states/geometries: Q(Q) indicates the quintet at
the quintet equilibrium geometry, while the notation T(T) is used for the
triplet at the triplet equilibrium geometry (RHF wavefunction). However,
the comparison of orbital energies for orbitals having a different occupa-
tion is somehow difficult at Hartree-Fock level. For this reason, we re-
ported also the quintet energies at the triplet equilibrium energies, Q(T),
to compare to Q(Q). From Table 3.1, it is seen that the energy of f3, e3 rises
passing from Q(Q) to Q(T), while the energy of the degenerate pair f1 and
f2, e1,2 lowers. The energy of f0, e0 also decrease, because the bonding
character of this orbital is more pronounced at the triplet geometry than at
the quintet one.
The shift of the f3 orbital is also confirmed by the plotted isosurfaces in
Figure 3.3. As we can see, in fact, passing from Q(Q) to Q(T) we have not
only a rising of the energy but also a change of the orbital shape which
lengthens and goes up along the z-axis. In Table 3.2, the oblateness in-
dex, defined as Rx

Rz
p

2
, is reported for the triplet equilibrium geometries of

the four clusters. Lithium turns out to be the less distorted cluster, while
Sodium is the more distorted.

The ab initio code MOLPRO is restricted to use Abelian point groups
only. Therefore, in the case of tetrahedron, all our computations were
performed by assuming a C2v symmetry on the electronic wavefunction,
while the full D2d symmetry was imposed on the nuclei. The true D2h
group, on the other hand, was used for the rhombus.

The Vibrational Normal Modes

The internal vibrations of the tetrahedral cluster, once the three transla-
tions and three rotations have been projected out, give six internal modes
that have to be classified according to the irreducible representations of the
D2d group. This gives

Gvib = 2A1 + B1 + B2 + E
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3.1. Coupled-Cluster study: the electronic wavefunction of tetrahedral
clusters

Table 3.1: Orbital energies (hartree) of the valence orbitals for the different clusters
and at different geometries and states (see text for details).

Li Na
state e0 e1,2 e3 e0 e1,2 e3

Q(Q) -0.3098 -0.1727 -0.1727 -0.2502 -0.1659 -0.1659

Q(T) -0.3283 -0.1866 -0.1685 -0.2820 -0.1768 -0.1348

T(T) -0.2341 -0.1575 -0.0034 -0.1992 -0.1484 -0.0016

K Cu
state e0 e1,2 e3 e0 e1,2 e3

Q(Q) -0.2006 -0.1344 -0.1344 -0.2207 -0.1416 -0.1416

Q(T) -0.2207 -0.1416 -0.1146 -0.4130 -0.2382 -0.1789

T(T) -0.1549 -0.1190 -0.0051 -0.3074 -0.1980 0.0001

Table 3.2: Oblateness index of the different clusters at the triplet equilibrium ge-
ometry (CCSD(T)). The regular tetrahedron has an index equal to one.

Li Na K Cu

1.425 2.367 2.313 1.496

In Table 3.3, the harmonic internal frequencies are reported for the 1 Ag
(rhombus) and 3 A2 states for the four different species.
We can then define a set of six internal coordinates, three radial and three
angular, so that each normal mode can be easily associated to a particular
motion. In this work we take the two distances Rx (in this section we dis-
tinguish Rxa from Rxb) and Rz as the radial coordinates whereas the two
plain angles qa and qb (formed by Rz and the relative Rx vector) and the
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dihedral angle F (formed by the planes containing the two q angles) are
the three angular coordinates. With this choice of internal coordinates each
vibrational motion can be classified as follow:

• A1 (higher frequency): asymmetrical stretch of Rx with respect to Rz

• A1 (lower frequency): symmetrical stretch of Rx with respect to Rz

• B2: asymmetrical stretching of Rxa with respect to Rxb (Rz fixed)

• B1: bending of F angle

• E: bending of the angles qa and qb

3.2 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATIONS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL CLUSTERS

For the above mentioned clusters, four states have been considered:

• SINGLET : 1 A1 global minimum

• TRIPLET (D2d) : 3 A2 distorted (D2d) tetrahedron minimum

• TRIPLET (Td) : 3 A2 tetrahedral (Td) state

• QUINTET : 5 A2 tetrahedral minimum

The calculation of the equilibrium geometries of both the singlet (rhom-
bus) and triplet (tetrahedron) lowest states were computed at the Coupled-
Cluster level of theory, with single and double excitations and perturbative
correction for the effect of the triples (CCSD(T) [55]), using the MOLPRO
2010 [31] code. The optimization of both the triplet and singlet states are
performed using ANO-RCC basis sets proposed by Roos et al [56, 57]. The
bases were retrieved from the EMSL public database [58, 59]. The use of
ANO basis allows to recover a larger fraction of the correlation energy, due
to the more correct representation of the nodal structure. Moreover these
are the largest basis sets available for all the four atoms investigated in this
work Li, Na, K and Cu, thus permitting a homogeneous treatment of the
different clusters. In order to analyze the dependence of the results on the
basis-set size and to reduce the computational effort of our calculations
we choose to work also with reduced versions of the above mentioned
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Table 3.3: Harmonic frequencies of the internal vibration (cm�1) for the differ-
ent clusters at the rhombus (top) and at distorted tetrahedral (bottom) optimized
geometries.

Rhombus(D2h)

Li Na K Cu

103.74 (B1u) 42.19 (B1u) 18.39 (B1u) 52.27 (B1u)

182.48 (B2u) 55.11 (B1g) 35.67 (B1g) 119.27 (B2u)

202.78 (B1g) 78.45 (B2u) 44.38 (B2u) 148.70 (B1g)

234.02 (Ag) 100.52 (Ag) 53.27 (Ag) 153.52 (Ag)

325.38 (B3u) 142.96 (B3u) 81.95 (B3u) 230.95 (B3u)

332.73 (Ag) 154.09 (Ag) 83.26 (Ag) 261.84 (Ag)

Distorted Tetrahedron (D2d)

Li Na K Cu

139.68 (A1) 29.83 (A1) 19.32 (A1) 40.84 (B2)

163.80 (B2) 32.25 (B2) 23.47 (B2) 45.25 (A1)

246.43 (B1) 106.40 (E) 63.77 (E) 176.97 (B1)

252.54 (E) 119.17 (B1) 65.44 (B1) 189.58 (E)

320.68 (A1) 129.69 (A1) 72.99 (A1) 238.79 (A1)
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3. HIGH LEVEL ab initio CALCULATIONS OF SMALL SYSTEMS

basis. We have called this reduced basis sets ANO-x where x is the num-
ber of removed contractions for each shell. Among these sets the ANO-2
was found to be the best compromise between computational performance
and quality of results (compared with the full ANO-RCC). The above men-
tioned set involved a total of 124 contractions for the Li4, 216 contractions
for Na4, 204 contractions for K4 and 420 contractions for Cu4. Since the
ANO-RCC basis set is optimized to include scalar relativistic effects, all
the calculations were performed with the use of the Douglas-Kroll-Hess
Hamiltonian.
For all the investigated clusters the four valence electrons and the outer
closed shell for each atom have been correlated. Following this approach,
only the 4s and 3d electrons for Copper, the 4s and the 3p electrons for
Potassium, the 3s and the 2p electrons for Sodium, and all the electrons
for Lithium have been allowed to fully correlate. The inner electrons were
kept frozen at the corresponding self-consistent field (SCF) level. We per-
formed full geometry optimizations for the D2h rhombus singlet state and
the D2d distorted-tetrahedral triplet state. Our results are therefore ex-
pressed as a function of the two rhombus diagonals (Rx and Ry) for the
singlet configuration and as a function of the interatomic distances of the
two fragments composing the distorted tetrahedron, Rx, and their separa-
tion distance, Rz, for the triplet state (see Figure 3.1).
The second derivatives of the potential energy surface have been calcu-
lated at the CCSD(T) level for the singlet and distorted-triplet optimized
minima. The hessian is computed numerically by finite differences with
the use of above mentioned ANO-2 basis sets for Li4, Na4 and K4 clusters
whereas for the Cu4 system, due to the high computational effort required,
only frequencies calculations with the ANO-4 basis-set are available. All
the computed harmonic frequencies being real the stationary points can be
safely considered as minima. Moreover vibrational normal modes analy-
sis is presented.
The low energy electronic spectra were also analyzed in detail, in order
to confirm that the triplet is the lowest energy state at the D2d symmetry,
and to get a clearer insight on the electronic structure of the different clus-
ters. For this reason, we also performed Multi Reference Configuration-
Interaction (MRCI) calculations on the lowest part of the energy spectrum.
An active space comprised of 4 electrons in 4 orbitals was used to ob-
tain the reference Complete-Active-Space Self-Consistent-Field (CAS-SCF)
wavefunction. Different combination of spin multiplicity and spatial sym-
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Table 3.4: MRCI energies (hartree) for distorted tetrahedral states.

State Li4 Na4 K4 Cu4

3 A2 -29.8205 -648.3222 -2405.8653 -6614.1580

1 A2 -29.8042 -648.3090 -2405.8542 -6614.1414

3B1 -29.8060 -648.2915 -2405.8427 -6614.1275

1 A1 -29.8109 -648.3132 -2405.8589 -6614.1398

Geometry is kept fixed at the CCSD(T) level.

metry have been calculated.
The result for the vertical excitation for different spin state and wavefunc-
tion symmetries at the distorted geometry, carried out at the MRCI level,
confirm that the 3 A2 triplet is the lowest state at that geometry. The ob-
tained energy values for the different states are shown in Table 3.4.

The main results for the CCSD(T) geometry optimizations of the var-
ious metal clusters are collected in Table 3.5. From an energetic point of
view our CCSD(T) calculations show that, for all the investigated clusters,
the Jahn-Teller distorted 3 A2 minima lie very close to the corresponding
singlet ground state. At a CCSD(T) level, the energy difference between
the singlet and triplet (D2d) states is only of 0.19 eV for K4, slightly higher
in energy we find Na4 and Li4, with a difference respectively of 0.34 and
0.43 eV. The Cu4 cluster shows the greatest energy gap, with 0.94 eV. In or-
der to gain an insight into the nature of the Jahn-Teller effect for these par-
ticular clusters, we perform CCSD(T) calculations also for the tetrahedral
triplet state. At Td symmetry the investigated clusters present a triple de-
generate triplet state. Although this geometry, because of the Jahn-Teller
distortion, is not a minimum on the triplet potential energy surface, its
analysis allows the evaluation of the energy lowering occurring when dis-
torting the Td symmetry into the D2d. Comparison of the results for the two
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Table 3.5: X4 CCSD(T) optimized geometries (see Figure 3.1) and relative energies
for the singlet, triplet and quintet states.

SINGLET TRIPLET (D2d)
Rx Ry E Rx Rz E

(Bohr) (Bohr) (Hartree) (Bohr) (Bohr) (Hartree)

Li4 10.130 5.002 -30.0012 6.214 3.082 -29.9848

Na4 11.836 5.934 -649.2808 8.274 2.526 -649.2682

K4 14.822 7.788 -2406.9061 10.540 3.222 -2406.8988

Cu4 7.932 4.280 -6614.6929 5.158 2.438 -6614.6584

QUINTET TRIPLET (Td)
Rx Rz E Rx Rz E

(Bohr) (Bohr) (Hartree) (Bohr) (Bohr) (Hartree)

Li4 5.630 3.982 -29.9436 5.478 3.874 -29.9804

Na4 7.312 5.170 -649.2275 6.622 4.682 -649.2596

K4 9.360 6.626 -2406.8752 8.482 5.998 -2406.8924

Cu4 4.704 3.326 -6614.5463 4.512 3.190 -6614.6516
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3.2. Geometry optimizations of the tetrahedral clusters

triplet states reported in Table 3.5 shows that the Na4 is the most energy-
stabilized cluster, with a difference between the Td and D2d triplet states
of 0.23 eV, while the Cu4, K4 and Li4 show gaps of 0.19, 0.17 and 0.12 eV,
respectively. Because of the different electronic structure of the four inves-
tigated atoms, the energy differences of the different clusters could not be
directly compared. It is clear, in fact, that the presence of the 3d orbitals in
the Copper cluster, for example, spaces out its energy levels and makes all
the energy differences much greater than those of the alkali-metals clus-
ters. For this reason, we decided to analyze the position of the two triplet
states with respect to the singlet (ground state, lower limit) and the quintet
(highest-energy tetrahedral state, upper limit).
In Figure 3.4, we report the relative positions of the D2d and Td triplet min-
ima (respectively red and dashed lines) for the four metal clusters. The
represented energy levels are not in scale, but the relative distances from
the two (upper and lower) limits are respected. As one can see from that
picture, all the four distorted triplets lie at about 25%, of the respective
quintet-singlet energy gap (Q-S gap). On the other hand, the position of
the tetrahedral undistorted triplet depends on the nature of the atoms in-
volved and vary from that of the K4 (45% of the relative Q-S gap) to the
lowest Cu4 triplet state (28% of the relative Q-S gap). From this point
of view the clusters with the greater stability gain seems to be K4, which
halves its distances from the singlet state, and Na4 for which we have the
strongest energy stabilization.
On the other hand, for Cu4, despite an energy lowering greater in mag-
nitude than those obtained by Potassium, the Jahn-Teller distortion has a
weaker effect on the structure because of the large separation of its elec-
tronic states. Different considerations should be made on Lithium cluster
which, despite the Q-S gap very similar to the Na4, is weakly stabilized by
the distortion.

A further insight into the Jahn-Teller effect can be made analyzing the
structural parameters reported in Table 3.5. Accordingly to the symmetry
considerations reported in Section 2, in order to remove the degeneracy
the system undergoes a distortion from the Td symmetry into a D2d geom-
etry. If we compare the geometries of the optimized triplet states we can
see that the distances of the two interacting fragments (Rz) become shorter
moving from the regular to the distorted tetrahedron, at the contrary the
distances of the atoms composing the dimers (Rx) are increased. These
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Li4$ Na4$ K4$ Cu4$

5A2$$[Td$]$

1Ag$$[D2h$]$

1.568$eV$$ 1.451$eV$$ 0.841$eV$$ 3.989$eV$$

0.12$eV$$ 0.23$eV$$ 0.17$eV$$

0.19$eV$$

75%$

50%$

25%$

Figure 3.4: Energy levels diagram for the four X4 clusters. The diagram shows the
relative positions, with respect to the singlet (lower limit) and quintet (upper limit)
states, for both the distorted (red line) and regular (dashed line) tetrahedral triplet
state. The Q-S energy gap and the Jahn-Teller energy lowering have been reported.

results again confirm the hypothesis that the triplet wavefunction is stabi-
lized by a distortion toward an oblate tetrahedron.
The effects on the geometry for the different clusters can be compared by
examining the “oblateness indexes” reported in Table 3.2. These values
show that, as for the energy considerations made above, the Na4 and the
K4 clusters are the most affected by the distortion with an index of about
2.3 (the regular tetrahedron having an index of 1). On the other hand, the
Li4 and Cu4 clusters show a weaker flattening with an index of 1.4 and
1.5 respectively. Additional important considerations should be made by
looking at the optimized geometries of the two regular tetrahedral states
(triplet and quintet). As shown in Figure 3.4, and explained above, at the
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3.3. No-pair bonding: Cu4 basis sets and correlated orbitals

Td symmetry the triplet states for Cu4 and Li4 are most stable with respect
to the Q-S gap. By analyzing the geometries of these states, we can see
that the Rz and Rx structural parameters are very similar to that of the re-
spective tetrahedral quintets. On the other hand, Potassium and Sodium
clusters, whose triplet is the closest in energy to the corresponding quin-
tet state, vary their geometries considerably by passing from the quintet
to the tetrahedral triplet state (K4 in particular). This characteristic can be
linked directly to the Jahn-Teller effect. As explained above, indeed, these
last two clusters are the most affected by the distortion in regards to both
the energy stabilization and the tetrahedron crushing.
At the light of the above considerations it seems that these clusters show
less affinity for the tetrahedral configuration (the corresponding X4 cluster
being the less stable) and when they are submitted to a driving force (as in
the case of the Jahn-Teller distortion) they try to keep two of their atoms
closer together.

3.3 NO-PAIR BONDING: CU4 BASIS SETS AND CORRELATED ORBITALS

No-pair bonding is a situation that strongly defies the common picture of
the chemical bond, usually drawn since Lewis time. Such a situation is
characterized by a system that shows a bound state although all the va-
lence electrons are characterized by having parallel spins. It is, therefore,
easy to see how such highest multiplicity systems represent a very interest-
ing and challenging intellectual problem, in particular to clarify the nature
of the bonding scheme.
As already mentioned in the previous section, alkali and noble metal clus-
ters have been know to exhibit a very important and strong no pair bond.
In particular, no-pair bonding strength is very dependent on the num-
ber of atoms in the cluster, as well as on the geometry and the atomic
species composing the cluster. In this section an high-level ab initio study
of the behavior of the tetrahedral Cu4 quintet no-pair bounded state is
reported. The four-atom cluster and the tetrahedral geometry have been
chosen since in the case of alkali metals this arrangement gives the most
stable high spin state, a result which was also confirmed at DFT level in
the case of copper by Shaik and coworkers [60].

In order to to have an insight of the no-pair bond we have performed
a systematic study of the quintet state using different basis sets for two
different set of correlated orbitals. The potential energy curve for the sym-
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metric expansion of the Cu4 cluster (tetrahedral geometry) was computed
at CCSD(T) with three different basis sets obtained from the ANO-RCC
proposed by Roos et al.. This let us, indeed, to reduce the computational
effort of our calculations and, in particular, to study the dependence of the
results on the basis-set size. In the present work we will call ANO-4 the
smaller set, ANO-3 the medium, and ANO-2 the bigger one. These three
sets are composed as follows:

• ANO-4: (21s,15p,10d,6f)/[6s,5p,4d,2f]

• ANO-3: (21s,15p,10d,6f,4g)/[7s,6p,5d,3f,1g]

• ANO-2: (21s,15p,10d,6f,4g)/[8s,7p,6d,4f,2g]

In the case of Cu4 these basis sets involve a total of 220 contractions for the
ANO-4, 320 for the ANO-3 and 420 for the ANO-2. Since the ANO-RCC
basis set is optimized to include scalar relativistic effects, all the calcula-
tions were performed with the use of the Douglas-Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian.
In order to ensure a more complete description of the bond the potential
energy curves have been determined with two different choices of the cor-
related orbitals: a large core (LC) and a small core (SC). In the case of
the LC calculations, only the four valence electrons have been correlated,
while all the others were frozen at the corresponding self-consistent field
(SCF) level. In the case of SC, on the other hand, we correlated also the
five 3d orbitals of each metal atom. Symmetry-constrained geometry op-
timizations have also been performed in both cases. In order to define the
role of the n = 3 shell orbitals in a better way (n being the principal quan-
tum number) into the ’no-pair’ bonding formation, we also performed a
geometry optimization with an even smaller core (in the following very
small core (VSC)). This was obtained by correlating also the 3s and the 3p
orbitals of the copper atoms. Notice that in the latter case only geometry
optimizations and energy differences were performed, without the explicit
computation of the complete dissociation curve, due to the extremely high
computational effort that would have been required.
The basis-set superposition error (BSSE) [61] effect was evaluated by us-
ing the standard counterpoise correction (CP correction) proposed by Boys
and Bernardi [62]. BSSE corrected potential energy curves, in the region
close to the minimum, have been interpolated to obtain BSSE corrected
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equilibrium geometries and the corresponding dissociation energies by us-
ing a cubic function of general equation

y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d (3.1)

These results are also compared with the geometrical parameters obtained
from geometry optimization that, on the other hand, have not been cor-
rected for the BSSE.

3.4 THE NO-PAIR BOND STATE

Contrary to the lithium cluster [51] and coherently to the other alkali-metal
cluster [52] Cu4 gives always a repulsive potential energy curve at the SCF
level and therefore the inclusion of dynamical correlation is essential in or-
der to observe a bounded quintet state.
The results of the CCSD(T) symmetry-constrained geometry optimizations
(non BSSE-free) with the three different basis sets, as well as the BSSE cor-
rected interpolations, are summarized in Table 3.6 for both the LC and
SC. As can be seen from the reported dissociation energies, the choice to
correlate only the four valence single-occupied s orbitals (LC) leads to a
very swallow energy well of about 0.2 eV which underlines the inability
of this core to correctly represent bond formation. For this reason one can
safely conclude that the role played by, at least 3d orbitals appears to be
extremely crucial in the formation of the bound state. BSSE effects, for this
core, are very small and their magnitude become nearly zero for the ANO-
2 basis set, which shows a a remarkable agreement between corrected and
uncorrected parameters.
When one increases the number of correlated orbitals, by including also
the 3d orbitals of each atom (SC), the dissociation energy becomes con-
siderably larger. We can see, indeed, that the energy well becomes about
seven times deeper than in the case of the LC and the equilibrium dis-
tance decreases of about 1.2 bohr. With this choice of the core the effect of
triple correction, negligible for the LC calculations, become large and BSSE
much more relevant. This is can be clearly inferred from the potential en-
ergy curves for the SC and ANO-2 basis set reported in Figure 3.5. In this
figure the differences from the curves with and without BSSE correction
are, indeed, very important even if the position of the minima are quite
similar. As it was done with the former LC, the geometrical parameters
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Table 3.6: Dissociation energies and equilibrium internuclear distances for the LC
and SC calculations. The results of the geometries optimizations are compared
with those obtained from the relative BSSE corrected interpolated curves.

LC INTERP

BASIS SET DE Re DE Re
(eV) (Bohr) (eV) (Bohr)

ANO-4 -0.1764 5.954 -0.1551 5.962

ANO-3 -0.2055 5.911 -0.1986 5.917

ANO-2 -0.2146 5.898 -0.2122 5.903

SC INTERP

BASIS SET DE Re DE Re
(eV) (Bohr) (eV) (Bohr)

ANO-4 -1.3606 4.752 -1.0721 4.803

ANO-3 -1.4355 4.722 -1.2735 4.752

ANO-2 -1.5102 4.704 -1.4068 4.723

reported in Table 3.6 have been obtained by using a cubic interpolation of
the BSSE corrected curve. The second derivatives of the potential energy
surface have been computed at CSSD(T) level with all the basis set for LC
and SC. All the harmonic frequencies being real, the stationary point can
safely be considered as a minimum, thus confirming the bounded nature
of the quintet state.

The geometrical parameters obtained, at CCSD(T) level, for the VSC
are reported in Table 3.7. As already stated in section 3.3, because of the
very high computational effort that would have been required, we did not
explore the whole symmetric dissociation curve. Instead, we performed a
direct minimization without correcting the results for the BSSE. Since the
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Figure 3.5: Cu4 potential energy curves for the small core with the ANO-2 basis
set. Both the CCSD and CCSD(T) results are reported. Distances are given in bohr
and energies in eV.

influence of the BSSE error appears much less important on the position
of the minimum than on the value of the energy well depth, we assumed
that the obtained minimum distance could be considered as the correct
one. The BSSE counterpoise correction was than applied to this fixed ge-
ometry only. As can be seen in Table 3.7, by reducing the size of the frozen
core the BSSE error becomes quite important, and in the case of the small-
est ANO-4 basis set it is so strong that before correction this basis gives
the deepest energy well. After correction, the right behavior between the
three basis set is restored. Moreover, it appears evident that the values of
dissociation energy are in a very good agreement with those of the SC set:
the bigger ANO-2 basis, for instance, gives a difference energy well depth
of only about 65 meV between SC and VSC.
Finally on the ANO-2 optimized geometry we also performed a single
point computation of the dissociation energy using the complete ANO-
RCC basis set. This give a value of 1.63 meV which confirm the stability of
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BASIS SET DE DEbsse Re
(eV) (eV) (Bohr)

ANO-4 -2.1562 -1.0114 4.684

ANO-3 -1.8074 -1.2062 4.694

ANO-2 -1.5958 -1.3422 4.694

Table 3.7: Geometry optimization results for the VSC core. The values of the
dissociation energies and the equilibrium internuclear distances are reported for
the three different basis sets.

the high-spin no-pair bonding state in the case of copper Cu4.
In Figure 3.6 we have reported the isosurface density of the totally sym-

Figure 3.6: Density isosurface (for a cut-off value of 0.06) for the total symmetric
Cu4 valence orbital calculated at the ROHF level for the ANO-2 basis set.

metric Cu4 molecular orbital computed at restricted open shell Hartree-
Fock level for the quintet no-pair bond state. As it was already observed
in the case of lithium [51], the orbital seems to attract some electronic den-
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sity toward the center of the tetrahedron, in such a way that could explain
the formation of the bond. Anyway, the analysis of the orbital alone is def-
initely not sufficient to completely characterize the bond formation but it
gives confirmation of the nature of the effect that characterize this state.

3.5 THE BEH� ANION: A FULL CI INVESTIGATION

Beryllium is a four-electron atom having a 1s2 2s2 closed-shell electronic
structure, a fact that explains why this species is not particularly reactive.
This is related to a "negative" Electron Affinity (EA) (isolated Be� anions
do not exist as stable species), and a large Ionization Potential (IP), larger
than for both Lithium and Boron. However, it is well known that the Be
atom is able to form two sp hybrid orbitals, that are placed in a linear ar-
rangement at the opposite sides with respect to the Be atom. A system
showing this feature is the BeH2 molecule, often quoted in textbooks as
a prototype for the sp molecular-orbital hybridization. This possibility is
due to the quasi-degenerate nature of the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals in the
isolated Be atom [63]. Indeed, the first excited triplet state (3P) is only
2.725192 eV above the ground state, while the corresponding singlet (1P)
lies 5.277430 eV above the fundamental [64].

Experimentally, despite its popularity in textbooks, BeH2 is a relatively
poorly known system. In fact, the synthesis and accurate measurement
of the isolate-molecule spectroscopic constants have been the object of a
recent study [65]. At equilibrium, the Be-H bond length in this species is
found to be 1.3324 Å, while from the computed energetics of the reaction
Be(g) + H2(g) ! BeH2(g) one can deduce a bond energy of 2.55 eV. Both
values are very close to those of the BeH free radical, whose bond length
is 1.3417 Å.

The bond in Beryllium dimer, whose existence as a relatively stable
molecule has been a surprise among the chemistry community, is also a
result of sp hybridization.
Another interesting case is the anionic species BeH�, having also four va-
lence electrons. Since the Beryllium atom is unable to accept an extra elec-
tron (accordingly to the previously reported negative EA), while the H�

ion is a well known stable species (EA=0.75419 eV) [66], the BeH� anion
will dissociate as Be + H�. This means that, for large values of the inter-
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atomic distance R, we are in the presence of the interaction between two
closed-shell systems, one of which bearing a negative charge. The large-R
situation is therefore very much similar to the structure of the HeH� an-
ion, which is a weakly bonded system with an interatomic potential going
to the asymptote as R�4 (R being the inter-nuclear distance) [67]. At short
distance, on the other hand, the Be atom is expected to form the two pre-
viously mentioned sp hybrid. One of them combines with the H 1s orbital
to form a s Be-H orbital. The two electrons located in this bonding orbital
come (formally) one from Be and the other one from H. The other sp hybrid
orbital, the one located at the opposite side with respect to the H atom, can
host the second Be valence electron and the anionic negative charge (again,
we stress the fact that this partition of the electrons is purely formal). If this
scenario is correct, we can predict that, for the distances that give rise to
the formation of sp hybrids, the Lewis structure of the anionic dimer will
be (:Be-H)�, in which the negative charge in excess is formally located on
the Beryllium atom. On the other hand, for large values of the interatomic
distance R, we will have a Be...H� weakly bonded system, with the nega-
tive charge located on the Hydrogen atom. Notice that the short-distance
result is somehow surprising, in view of the large difference between the
electronegativity of the two atoms (2.20 for Hydrogen and only 1.57 for
Beryllium in the Pauling scale[68]).

3.6 THE FCI COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY

In order to confirm the previously presented qualitative picture, we de-
cided to perform a high-quality Full-Configuration-Interaction investiga-
tion on this system. The electronic energies for the BeH� dimer have been
evaluated at the Full Configuration Interaction level of theory using the
NEPTUNUS code [42].
The Hartree-Fock preliminary steps for the evaluation of the one and two-
electrons integrals have been carried out with the DALTON quantum chem-
istry package [36], while the following four-index transformation has been
performed with the Ferrara transformation code [69]. The interface be-
tween the two codes as well as with the FCI code has been realized by the
Q5Cost data format and libraries (see Chapter 2).
The FCI calculations presented in this work have been performed by keep-
ing the 1s orbital on the beryllium atom doubly occupied and frozen at the
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Table 3.8: Total number of basis functions and FCI space size for the five em-
ployed basis sets.

Contractions Total Number No. of FCI
Basis Set Be H of functions determinants

D 7s6p5d 6s5p 71 1, 521, 853

F 7s6p5d4 f 6s5p4d 119 12, 086, 733

G 7s6p5d4 f 3g 6s5p4d3 f 167 47, 208, 513

H 7s6p5d4 f 3g2h 6s5p4d3 f 2g 207 111, 918, 625

I 7s6p5d4 f 3g2h1i 6s5p4d3 f 2g1h 231 173, 923, 093

SCF level (fc-FCI), with the 4 valence electrons correlated in the FCI space
without taking into account core-core and core-valence contributions. In
fact, the contribution of core-related effects to the bond structure is ex-
pected to be very small. Relativistic effects and spin-orbit coupling has
also been neglected, a fact justified because of the weakness of such effects
for light atoms like beryllium and hydrogen. The size of the FCI space in
terms of symmetry adapted determinants, as well as the total number of
orbitals for each basis set, are reported in Table 3.8.

We perform a systematic study of the X1S+
g state of BeH� using a cc-

PV6Z basis set. In particular two different variants of this set has been
adopted for the two atoms: an unpublished version, courtesy of Kirk Pe-
terson [70] for the Be atom ([16s9p5d4 f 3g2h1i]/[7s6p5d4 f 3g2h1i]) and the
version available at the EMSL public database [58, 59] for the H atom
([10s5p4d3f2g]/[6s5p4d3f2g1h]).
In order to extrapolate the dissociation energy of the dimer at the infinite
basis set limit and to analyze the dependence of our results on the basis-
set size we perform also a whole set of calculations with smaller basis sets.
These were obtained from the complete set by taking off higher angular-
momentum functions up to the small contraction [7s6p5d] for Be and and
[6s5p] for H. In this article each basis set will be denoted hereinafter with
the name of the largest angular function which is taking into account for
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the Be atom (i.e. I, H, G, F and D). Details of each basis set adopted in this
work are reported in Table 3.8.
The PES of the system was sampled at different values of the interatomic
distance (R) up to the total dissociation, for the D, G and F basis-sets. In
particular from R=1.0 to 2.0 bohr with a step size of 0.2, from 2.0 to 5.0 in
step of 0.1, from 5.0 to 6.0 in step of 0.2, from 6.0 to 10.0 in step of 0.5, from
10 to 15 in step of 1 and finally from 20 to 100 with step of 20 bohr. For the
two largest basis sets H and I only five points around the minimum, the
R=100 asymptotic point and a few points in the region where the dipole
momentum changes sign, have been calculated. The calculated potential
energy curves, in the region close to the minima, have been finally inter-
polated for all the employed basis set in order to obtain the equilibrium
geometries and dissociation energies using a cubic function.
The center of charge of the system was computed, in order to have an in-
dication about the average position of the electrons. We also computed
the FCI Natural Orbitals (NO), their occupation numbers, and the center
of charge associated to each single orbital. In this way, we were able to
decompose the total center of charge as a sum of contributions coming
from each NO. The occupations of the NO’s give a good indication of the
character (single reference versus multi reference) of the wavefunction.

3.7 DISSOCIATION ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM DISTANCE

Following the computational strategy illustrated in the previous section,
we were able to compute the dissociation energy (De) and equilibrium
distance (R) of the dimer. Figure 3.7 shows the PES of the ground X S+

g
electronic state of the BeH� dimer for the five adopted basis sets (only five
points around the minimum have been computed for the H and I sets). The
calculated equilibrium distance is around 2.7 bohr for all the employed ba-
sis set, with a dissociation energy varying from about. 2.05 (D basis set)
to 2.12 eV c.a. (CBS extrapolated energy) confirming the formation of a
fairly stable true chemical bond for short internuclear distances. As al-
ready mentioned, in order to estimate the contribution of higher angular
momenta function in the basis set, we have extrapolated the dissociation
energies to the infinite basis-set limit with the interpolation expression:

De(l) = D• + A l�b (3.2)
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Figure 3.7: Potential energy curves of BeH� with five different basis set of in-
creasing dimension (see text for more details). In the inset a zoom of the minima
region has been reported (the lines corresponds to the fitted cubic functions).

where De(l) represents the dissociation energy calculated with the basis-
set truncated to the l-th angular momentum, A and b are suitable constants
and D• is the extrapolated dissociation energy for the infinite basis-set.
This equation is a generalization of an extrapolation expression proposed
in references [71, 72], to extrapolate CI energies as a function of the max-
imum basis-set angular momentum. The interpolating function has been
reported in Figure 3.8, showing an extremely accurate reproduction of the
fitted values. As we can see from the energetic profiles and from the inter-
polated minima, reported in Table 3.9, the inclusion of the higher angular
momenta functions doesn’t improve considerably the dissociation energy
which is correctly represented already by the F basis set (with this basis set
we can reproduce about the 99% of the extrapolated infinite basis-set De).

The same considerations can be made also on the interpolated equilib-
rium distance (see Table 3.9) that vary only by about 0.001 bohr passing
from D to I basis set.
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Figure 3.8: Extrapolated dissociation energy using equation 3.2 for the BeH�

dimer. The dashed horizontal line represents D• at 2.118 eV.

The long range part of the potential energy curve has also been analyzed
for the G basis set. Figure 3.9 shows that the calculated FCI dissociation
energies, for R=40, 60, 80 and 100 bohr of separation of the nuclei, are per-
fectly fitted by a function �k/R4.
This form is, in fact, the expression expected for the interaction between
two isotropic closed shells, a neutral and a charged ones. It can be shown
that the value of the constant k is related to the polarizability of the neutral
fragment, and we have U(R) = q2

a/2R4 where U is the interaction energy
of the two atoms, q is the charge of the ion (1 in a.u.) and a the polarizabil-
ity of the neutral atom [73, 74].
In our case, the polarizability of the Be atom, computed with the G basis
set, is 37.662 (a.u.), while the same quantity, obtained as a = 2k and using
the same basis set, is 37.932 (a.u.). The agreement between the two values
is remarkable.
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Figure 3.9: Long range potential energy curve fitted by a �k/R4 function for the
G basis-set. See text for more details.

3.8 ANALYSIS OF THE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

As already mentioned, for large values of the interatiomic distance the
BeH� can be described as two interacting closed shell. When the two
atoms approach each other the negative charge that at large distance is
totally concentrated on the H atom moves gradually through the Be, de-
spite the difference in electronegativity between the two atoms that should
favor a negative Hydrogen.
In order to follow the movement of the charge we defined the Charge Shift
(CS), h, as the ratio between the electronic center of charge, calculated at
the FCI level, and the interatomic distance R.In all the calculations per-
formed in this work, the Be atom is kept fixed at the origin of the coordi-
nate system, while the H moves along the z axis. For this reason, at large
value of R the contribution of the electrons on beryllium is practically zero,
while the two electrons on the hydrogen give the largest contribution to the
total electronic dipole moment. For our system, therefore, a value h=2 is
obtained when two negative charges are located on the H nucleus; a value
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Table 3.9: FCI interpolated dissociation energies and equilibrium internuclear
distances for the different basis-sets.

Basis Set Req De

(bohr) (eV)

D 2.7034 2.0534

F 2.7028 2.1012

G 2.7020 2.1115

H 2.7022 2.1154

I 2.7021 2.1164

• � 2.1183

of h=1 is obtained when the negative charge in excess is located at the
middle of the distance between the two nuclei (the other electrons being
on the nuclei); h=0 is obtained if all the electrons are located symmetrically
around the Be atom; finally, a negative h means that there is an excess of
negative charge on the opposite side with respect to he Hydrogen position.
The h and the system energy (with respect to dissociation) as a function of
the interatomic distance R for the G basis set have been reported in Fig-
ure 3.10.

As we can see from the plot, for large value of R the charge is com-
pletely localized on the hydrogen atom (h=2). At R=10 bohr, the initial
stage of the formation of the Be-H bond, the h value starts to decrease con-
siderably, and for geometries close to the equilibrium distance we found
that the negative charge in excess is closer to the beryllium than to the hy-
drogen atom (h=0.6). By decreasing even more the value of R, the h passes
through zero and then reaches negative values/ for R = 1.8 bohr, the h as-
sumes a zero value, while at 1.0 bohr it is equal to about -0.7. This means
that a relevant part of the negative charge in excess is located on the opposite
position of Be with respect to the H atom.
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Figure 3.10: Charge shift (h) and potential energy curve comparison for the G
basis-set.

In order to reach a better understanding of this peculiar feature of the
system, we analyzed in detail the five most relevant FCI Natural Orbitals
(NO) (the 1s orbital of Beryllium being kept frozen at the SCF level, it was
not considered in the FCI expansion), and the center of charge associated
to each orbital, from R = 1 to R = 20 bohr. These orbitals, when the
interatomic distance becomes small, give rise to the formation of three s

orbitals and two degenerate p orbitals, that are labeled herein after as s1,
s2, s3, px and py. Figure 3.11 shows the occupation and the contribution
to the total dipole moment of the orbitals s1 (panel A) and s2 (panel B) at
various value of R. As can be seen from the reported curves, the s1 orbital
corresponds to the 1s orbital on the H atom at long distance of the nuclei
giving the largest contribute to the total electronic dipole moment that, for
large values of R, has a linear behavior as a function of R. The s2 orbital,
on the contrary, shows a contribution that is practically zero when the two
atoms are well separated and becomes very important at small value of
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R. Its negative contribution to the charge average position is, in fact, the
principal cause of the negative value reached by the CS. This orbital can be
associated to the 2s orbital on the Beryllium which at large R gives a van-
ishing contribution to the total dipole, but, when the interatomic distance
becomes small, it gives the formation of the sp hybrid which, following
our interpretation, host the negative charge.

This is confirmed by the two-dimensional contour maps of the lowest
NO’s we reported in Figure 3.12. The 2D contour maps of the s1 and s2
orbitals, calculated at the FCI level with the F basis set, for R=1.0, 2.7, 10.0
and 15.0 bohr have been reported. As we can see from these plots, the s1
orbital is well localized on the H atom for large R and at short distance
combines with one sp hybrid to form the s bonding Be-H orbital. The s2
orbital, on the other hand, is localized on the Be when the two atoms are
well separated but, with the shortening of R, changes gradually its shape
and moves to negative z.

When the interatomic distance is small, also the influence of other higher
orbitals becomes important and the contributions of these orbitals become
relevant to understand the movement of the charge. In Figure 3.13 we
have reported the same information of Figure 3.11 but for the p (because
of degeneracy py and px have the same behavior) and s3 orbitals.
As can be seen from the plot, for large separation of the nuclei, these or-
bitals show a contribution to the total dipole moment equal to zero (despite
an occupation different from zero) that suggests that both are localized on
the Be atom. Their contribution, however, change drastically when the
two atoms approach each other. The p orbital, indeed, gives a small nega-
tive contribution to the total dipole moment that starts to slightly decrease
for values of R shorter than 13 bohr and reach a minimum (-0.055) for
R = 2. This is also attested by the relative 2D contour plots reported in
Figure 3.14 which show that this orbitals don’t take part to the hybridiza-
tion and therefore to the bond formation.

More interesting is, instead, the behavior of the s3 orbital. At long dis-
tance this orbital corresponds to the pz atomic orbital, since it has an oc-
cupation equal to that of the px and py. Its contribution to the total dipole
moment shows a maximum (0.4) at around 11 bohr that suggests a move-
ment of the orbital towards the H atom for that distances. When the atoms
become closer, however, the contribution strongly decreases and assumes
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Figure 3.11: Occupations and contributions to the total dipole moment for the s1
(A) and s2 (B) natural orbitals for the G basis-set.
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Figure 3.12: Two dimensional plots of the s1 (top) and s2 (bottom) natural orbitals,
for different interatomic distances, calculated with the F basis-set.

also negative value for R  4 bohr. Unlike the p orbitals, the contribution
of s3 does not tend rapidly to its asymptotic value, confirming that this
orbital has an active role in the description of the movement of the charge
from H to Be which mainly take place in the s space.
Looking at the occupation of the s3 orbital, one can notice the presence
of an extremely sharp minimum close to R = 3 bohr. The correspond-
ing charge contribution has a sudden change, although a careful analysis
shows that both quantities are continuous. By analyzing the occupation of
the other natural orbitals, we found the presence of an avoided crossing in
the occupation number between the s3 and s4 (the next in occupation after
s3). This has been reported in Figure 3.15, where one can see a weakly
avoided crossing between the two orbital occupations. Correspondingly,
we can notice a switch in the charge contributions, indicating the presence
of two diabatic states (in the occupation number).

Finally, we give here an interpretation of these rather unexpected re-
sults in term of the sp hybrid orbitals of Beryllium. At long internuclear
distance, the valence orbitals of Be are the atomic 2s, doubly occupied, and
the three 2p orbitals, empty. For short internuclear distances, there is the
formation of two sp hybrids. One of them combines with the Hydrogen 1s
orbital to give rise to the bond orbital. The other one, that points on the
opposite direction with respect to the H atom, is a lone pair. When these
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Figure 3.13: Occupations and contributions to the total dipole moment for the p

(A) and s3 (B) natural orbitals for the G basis-set.
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Figure 3.14: Two dimensional plots of the p natural orbital, for different inter-
atomic distances, calculated with the F basis-set.

two orbitals have roughly the same size, the total charge contribution is
close to zero. It is the case for the region close to equilibrium (actually, a
vanishing h is obtained for slightly shorter distances). However, the size
of these orbitals has a very different evolution as a function of R. The lone
pair s2 is not very sensitive to variations in R, since the H nucleus is far
from this orbital. The bond orbital s1, on the other hand, tends to reduce
its size as the two nuclei become closer. This explains why, in the region
between 1.0 and 2.0 bohr, the charge contribution of s1 strongly decreases
as R is reduced, while the corresponding value of s2 is almost constant (see
Figure 3.11, where the different scales should be noticed).
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Figure 3.15: Occupations and contributions to the total dipole moment, in the
avoided crossing region, for the s3 and s4 natural orbitals.
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4

HPTC for a Dynamical problem

Significant theoretical and experimental work has been reported on weakly
bound molecular clusters and complexes [75, 76]. Some of these stud-
ies have been performed in order to better characterize the dynamics of
formation of highly symmetric simple molecular clusters (like the dimer
(H2)2) and their main properties. Recently, growing efforts have been
devoted to the determination of the interaction energy of two nitrogen
molecules, (N2)2, a system that is important in high temperature atmo-
spheric chemistry of Earth (like that occurring in spacecraft reentry [77,
78]). Moreover, due to the importance of (N2)2 in astrochemistry (it has
been found, for example, that the N2 dimer plays an important role in the
atmospheric chemistry of Titan, the largest moon of Saturn), the investiga-
tion of (N2)2 has also been extended to low temperature [79].
In the past, several models potentials for the nitrogen dimer have been
proposed by combining ab initio and experimental data [80, 81, 82]. How-
ever, despite the interest shown for the characterization of (N2)2 its inter-
molecular interaction still remains a subject of controversy. The system is
optically inactive (for this reason it is unsuitable for experimental investi-
gations) and the potential strongly depends on both the distance and the
reciprocal orientation of the two molecules.
In this work we have employed the first block of GEMS to determine in
an ab initio fashion the electronic energy of several arrangements of the
N2(1S+

g ) + N2(1S+
g ) system all the way through from reactants to products

in nitrogen atom exchange reactions [83]. The steps of the development of
a PES for N2 + N2 by carrying out a campaign of ab initio calculations of
the potential energy values and the assemblage of the workflow exploit-
ing in a combined way both the High Throughput (HTC) and the High
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4. HPTC FOR A DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

Performance (HPC) computing capabilities offered by the GRID will be
described in detail.

4.1 THE COORDINATE SYSTEM AND THE INVESTIGATED
ARRANGEMENTS

A first aspect we had to take care of was the formulation of a coordinate
framework tailored to preferentially describe the subspace relevant to the
investigated processes. In this work we adopted a space fixed axis system
with the z axis passing through the centers of mass of the two nitrogen
molecules. Using such coordinates the relative positions of the nuclei of a
4 atom system, like the N4 one considered in this work, can be uniquely
defined using the 6 variables (three radial and three angular) illustrated in
Figure 4.1.

N

N

N

N

Φ

R

ra rb

θa θb

Figure 4.1: Schema of the adopted coordinate system for (N2)2.

In this scheme the orientation of the internuclear axis of the two sepa-
rated molecules with respect to the z axis is specified by the angles qa and
qb, while the dihedral angle, f, is the one formed by the planes defined
by one of the two N-N bonds and the z axis. The distance between the
centers of mass of the two nitrogen molecules is given by R, while ra and
rb represent the two intramolecular distances. The sampling of the vari-
ous reaction channels was carried out by calculating the potential energy
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value at five different qa, qb, f triples for R varying from 1 to 8 Å and set-
ting the bond length of the two monomers at the equilibrium distance of
1.094 Å [84] (each (qa, qb, f; R) combination will be called arrangement
hereinafter). The five arrangements belong to different symmetry groups
(namely: D2h (90, 90, 0; R), D2d (90, 90, 90; R), D•h (0, 0, 0; R), C2v (0, 90,
0; R), C2h (45, 45, 0; R)) and are labeled also H (parallel), X (X-shaped), L
(linear) and T (T-shaped) and Z (Z-shaped), respectively, as illustrated in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Summary of the five investigated arrangements.

Moreover in order to characterize the angular dependence of the poten-
tial energy, we carried out additional calculations by varying the F angle
from 0� (H shape) to 90� (X shape), by a step size of 15� so that to fully
characterize the change from parallel to crossed conformation (P15, P30,
P45, P60, P75). At the same time, to better sample the effect of stretching
the bonds, further calculations were performed by varying the internu-
clear distances ra and rb as follows: ra = 1.094 Å, rb =1.694 Å; ra =1.494 Å,
rb =1.694 Å; ra =1.694 Å, rb =1.694 Å. The calculations provided us with a
more accurate and a more detailed picture of the interaction of the (N2)2
system. A summary of the structural parameters for all the investigated
configuration can be found in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the structural parameters of the investigated con-
figurations.

F qa qb ra rb
[degree] [degree] [degree] [Å] [Å]

H

0 90 90 1.094 1.094
0 90 90 1.094 1.694
0 90 90 1.494 1.694
0 90 90 1.694 1.694

P15 15 90 90 1.094 1.094

P30 30 90 90 1.094 1.094

P45 45 90 90 1.094 1.094

P60 60 90 90 1.094 1.094

P75 75 90 90 1.094 1.094

X

90 90 90 1.094 1.094
90 90 90 1.094 1.694
90 90 90 1.494 1.694
90 90 90 1.694 1.694

L 0 0 0 1.094 1.094

T 0 90 0 1.094 1.094

Z 0 45 45 1.094 1.094
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4.2 THE LOWER LEVEL OF THEORY CALCULATIONS

To obtain a first systematic lower level ab initio evaluation of the electronic
energies of N4 we adopted a relatively small basis set called cc-pVTZ (cor-
relation consistent polarized triple valence) involving 140 gaussian func-
tions retrieved from the EMSL public database [58, 59] that is too small for
the system considered and the final desired accuracy. Using such basis set
we carried out extended MP2 (Second order Møller-Plesset perturbation
theory) [85] ab initio calculations by correcting the BSSE (Basis Set Super-
position Error) via the full counterpoise procedure (FCP) [86] as well as
CCSD(T) (Coupled Cluster with Single and Double excitations and per-
turbative correction to the Triple) [87, 88, 89] ones. They were both carried
out using the serial version of GAMESS-US [21] offered as a Grid service
by the COMPCHEM VO, that thanks to its limited usage of memory and
cpu time was run on the typical Grid single-core machines.
The adoption of a quite small (for this system) basis set has made the use

Table 4.2: CPU time and Memory allocations for CCSD(T) calculations
with four different basis set of increasing dimension. The results for dif-
ferent number of processors have been reported.

Basis Set
CPU time [seconds] Memory [MBytes]

CPU1 number CPU⇤ number
1 2 4 8 1 2 4 8

cc-pVDZ 112 16 9 7 36 44 59 90

cc-pVTZ 368 291 182 105 292 322 383 505

cc-pVQZ 7837 4394 2762 1698 1922 2181 2700 3737

cc-pV5Z 36610 24724 12744 8492 5540 6112 7256 9545
1 Calculations performed on quad-core Nehalem EX (2,8 Ghz) cpus.
2 Single core CPU time is shorter than Two core CPU time because, due to the small size
of the basis-set, communications between processors slow down the calculation.

of the GRID particularly suited for this type of study since single geometry
calculations are platform independent and can be efficiently distributed on
different nodes reducing considerably the total amount of computing time.
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Table 4.2 shows memory allocation and CPU time for a stantard CCSD(T)
calculation for the N2-N2 system. The performance of the GAMESS code
for an increasing number of processors and a growing basis set are re-
ported.
The potential energy values have been computed only for the L, T, H and
X arrangements as a function of R and the results for the short range inter-
action region (from R=1 to R=3 Å) are reported in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: MP2 (panel A) and CCSD(T) (panel B) short range (R) potential energy
values (connected by straight segments) for the H, L, T and X arrangements (see
text for more details) plotted as a function of R. Distances are given in Angstrom,
energies in eV with the zero set at total dissociation of the two nitrogen molecules.

Obviously, the plots of Fig. 4.3 can be used only as a qualitative guide to
the actual reaction path because the diatomic bond lengths are not relaxed
to search for an energy minimum [90]. The plots show a close similarity
between X and H arrangements (there is also a close similarity between
the T and Z ones not shown here) as well as a clearly decreasing repulsive
behavior of the potential energy along the series L, T, H, X indicating that
collinear encounters are quite unlikely to drive the system to reactive close
encounters. The calculations show also that close encounters are in any
case difficult to occur (though less difficult than for linear geometries) for
perpendicular approaches. For H and X arrangements, instead, the repul-
sive barrier is located at such a small value of R to suggest the formation
of a stable (N2)2 adduct and an opening of a side (relaxed bond length)
window to reaction as possible. Indeed, the formation of bound states on
the singlet (1S+

g ) PES was already pinpointed by previous theoretical stud-
ies [91]. These are two relative minima of symmetry D2h and Td (the D2d is
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the largest Abelian subgroup of the Td) that favourably shape the potential
channel for an exchange process.

4.3 THE SUPERCOMPUTER BASED HIGHER-LEVEL OF THEORY
CALCULATIONS

After having investigated on the Grid at a lower level of theory the ar-
rangements more meaningful for understanding reaction, we turned our
efforts into using a higher level ab initio CCSD(T) approach and the cc-
pV5Z [58, 59] basis set that makes use of a total of 420 gaussian contrac-
tions. This suppresses the large BSSE that unphysically lowers the energy
in the short range region (with respect to the long range one).
Using the (larger) cc-pV5Z basis set we repeated the calculations for the H,
X, T, L and Z arrangements. The use of the cc-pV5Z basis set led inevitably
to matrices of much larger dimensions that, while significantly improving
the accuracy of the calculations, made the cost of the related computa-
tions three orders of magnitude larger and prompted the use of supercom-
puters (see Table 4.2). This motivated the cross submission from the EGI
Grid (using gLite middleware) to the PRACE supercomputer platform of
CINECA [20] (using Unicore middleware) on which parallel versions of
electronic structure ab initio packages like GAMESS-US 2009 matching our
calculation requirements are available.
With this larger basis set we repeated the calculations for all the arrange-
ments reported in Table 4.1. The calculated intermolecular pair potential of
N2-N2 for the H, X, T, L and Z arrangements considered by us are shown in
Figure 4.4, in which the improved long range interaction energy is plotted
as a function of R in the range 3-8 Å. As can be seen from the long range
curves shown in Figure 4.4, which confirm the close similarity between
the H and X and T and Z arrangements, all the investigated arrangements
form van der Waals clusters having the energy minimum in the interval
of R values raging from ca. 3.5 Å (for the H-shape) to ca. 5 Åfor the L-
shape. In order to get a more accurate estimate of the energy well depth
the five different curves have been interpolated, in the region close to the
minimum, using a cubic function:

y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d (4.1)
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4. HPTC FOR A DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

Figure 4.4: Long range CCSD(T)/cc-pV5Z potential energy curves plotted as a
function of R for the H-shape, X-shape, T-shape, Z-shape and L-shape arrange-
ments.

The minimum energy and the associated intermolecular distance R value
obtained from the interpolation are showed in Table 4.3 where DE, the
difference between the minimum energy and the corresponding asymp-
totic energy value calculated at the total separation of the two monomers
-218.82612 Hartree) is reported. In this way we obtained that the T and
Z arrangements are the most stable geometries and show also very close
dissociation energies. On the contrary, the less stable bound geometry is
the linear one, with a stabilization energy of few meV that is related to the
head-to-head encounter of the two molecules. In addition to a comparable
energetic stability, T and Z structures show also a very similar position of
the minimum that is for both located at about 4.1 Å.
Due to their importance for reactive exchange processes, as singled out by
the lower level ab initio preliminary investigation, we focused our atten-
tion on the parallel (H-shape) and crossed (X-shape) arrangements. These
lead to wells deep 9.38 and 11.55 meV (less deep than for the T and Z-
shape arrangements) whose minimum is located at R=3.74 Å (for H) and
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R=3.64 Å (for X), respectively. Further information can be obtained from
Figure 4.5, where the long range potential energy curves for the arrange-
ments obtained by varying the F angle value from 0 (H-shape) to 90 (X-
shape) degree have been reported. As can be clearly seen from the Figure,

Figure 4.5: Long range CCSD(T) potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R at different values of F ( a pseudo 3D representation is given in the right lower
corner).

Table 4.3: Interpolated DE and intermolecular distance value positions and ener-
gies for the five investigated configurations. The intramolecular bonds are fixed at
their experimental equilibrium distance (1.094 Å).

H X T Z L

R [Å] 3.74 3.64 4.15 4.11 4.98

DE [meV] 9.3782 11.552 12.833 13.186 2.2914
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4. HPTC FOR A DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

in going from the H to the X arrangement the location on R of the mini-
mum lowers gradually with F and the well depth deepens. The pseudo
3D sketch highlights the smooth curvature of the PES going from F = 0�
to F = 90�.

Unlike the long range region, the short range one does not show any
stable structures. Figure 4.6 suggests that when R decrease, the potential
energy increases. However, the plots seem to indicate that a shift from
a X to a H a channel is likely to allow exchange reaction via a change of
arrangement. The X, T and L arrangements exhibit a local minimum that

Figure 4.6: Short range CCSD(T) potential energy values plotted as a function of
R, like in panel (B) of Fig. 4.3.

follows (as R decreases) a first maximum (located at larger distances) and
moves to lower R values in going from L to X, while this is not true for the
H and Z ones which exhibit only a repulsive wall. The dependence of the
potential energy value from F in the same short range interval of R values
is plotted in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.7: Short range CCSD(T) potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R for different values of F.

In order to better analyze the PES, we also compared the behavior of
the H and X arrangements when one or both intramolecular distances are
stretched with respect to the N2 equilibrium distance (Req = 1.094 Å). We
checked the potential energy for the considered arrangements as a func-
tion of R while stretching the internuclear distances from 0.4 to 0.6 Å. For
illustrative purposes, we plot in Figure 4.8 the potential energy curves of
the H and X arrangements varying the intermolecular distances. However,
when the intramolecular distance is increased from equilibrium the role of
non-dynamical correlation energy becomes important and the wavefunc-
tion of the system could not be properly described by a single determinant.
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4. HPTC FOR A DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

Figure 4.8: CCSD(T) Van der Waals potential energy curves plotted as a function
of R of the three stretched geometries for the H and X arrangements. The plus
and cross symbols refer to the arrangements with one intramolecular distance at
the equilibrium and the other one stretched by 0.6 Å (EQ-06); the star and white-
square symbols refer to the arrangements with one distance stretched by 0.4 Å and
the other one by 0.6 Å (04-06) whereas the circle and the black-square symbols refer
to the arrangements with both intramolecular distances stretched by 0.6 Å (06-06).

4.4 THE FIT OF THE AB INITIO POTENTIAL ENERGY VALUES

The last part of the work has been concerned with the fitting of the calcu-
lated CCSD(T)/cc-PV5Z results using a suitable functional form in order
to allow a fast evaluation of the potential energy and its derivatives at any
given geometry accessed during dynamical calculations for the N2(1S+

g )
+ N2(1S+

g ) reaction. A further clear advantage of adopting the procedure
of fitting the ab initio points using a functional form is associated with the
fact that this allows the incorporation of corrections when the values of
the ab initio points are found to be inadequate either during the fitting pro-
cess or during dynamical calculations. The functional form adopted for
this purpose is made of polynomials in physical coordinates. The theo-
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4.4. The fit of the ab initio potential energy values

retical ground for such representation is the Many Body Expansion (MBE)
method developed by Sorbie and Murrell [92]. The MBE method is able,
in principle, to fit potential energy surfaces for systems made of any num-
ber of atoms. The expression of the many-body expansion for a four-atom
system is given as a sum of one-body (1), two-body (2), three-body (3) and
four-body (4) terms as follows:

V(ra, rb, qa, qb, F, R) = V(1)
A + V(1)

B + V(1)
C + V(1)

D +

V(2)
AB (xAB) + V(2)

AC (xAC) + V(2)
BC (xBC) +

V(2)
AD(xAD) + V(2)

BD (xBD) + V(2)
CD(xCD) +

V(3)
ABC(xAB, xBC, xAC) + V(3)

ABD(xAB, xBD, xAD) +

V(3)
ACD(xAC, xAD, xCD) + V(3)

BCD(xBC, xCD, xBD) +

V(4)
ABCD(xAB, xAC, xAD, xBC, xBD, xCD) (4.2)

in which the four atoms are called A, B, C, D and x is an appropriate func-
tion of the relative positions of the nuclei. The one-body terms V(1) are the
electronic energies of the atoms in the appropriate dissociation configura-
tion. For the N2+N2 electronic ground state potential energy surface these
terms were set equal to zero. In the Paniagua approach embodied in the
gfit4c routines [93] adopted by us, x is defined as a function of the inter-
nuclear distances rij and the two-body components (say V(2)

AB (xAB)) of the
potential are expressed as:

V(2)
AB (xAB) =

c0ABe�aABrAB

rAB
+

S

Â
s=1

csABr

s
AB (4.3)

in which rAB is a Rydberg-like variable formulated as:

rAB = rABe�b

(p)
ABrAB , p = 2, 3, or 4 (4.4)

with p being chosen as in [94]. The csAB coefficients (including s=0) as well
as the non linear parameters b

(p)
AB were evaluated by fitting the two-body ab

initio values and S is the chosen order of the polynomial. The three-body
terms (say V(3)

ABC(xAB, xAC, xBC)) were expressed in terms of polynomials
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of order N in the same Rydberg-like variables (rAB, rAC and rBC):

V(3)
ABC(xAB, xAC, xBC) =

N

Â
lmn

dlmnr

l
ABr

m
ACr

n
BC (4.5)

with the dlmn coefficients being evaluated by fitting the three body ABC ab
initio values. Finally, also the functional form chosen to express the four-
body term V(4)

(ABCD)(xAB, xAC, xAD, xBC, xBD, xCD) was written, similarly to
what has been done for the three-body term, in terms of a polynomial of
order N in the Rydberg-like variables (rAB, rAC, rAD, rBC, rBD and rCD):

V(4)
ABCD =

N

Â
ijklmn

eijklmnr

i
ABr

j
ACr

k
ADr

l
BCr

m
BDr

n
CD (4.6)

where appropriate constraints are imposed on the indices in order to guar-
antee the right behavior of the polynomial in all regions of the configura-
tion space.
In our case we have exploited the symmetry of the system by adopting
a version of the routine designed for the A4 system class of tetratomic
molecules, giving potentials that are invariant with respect to the permuta-
tions of three and four equivalent nuclei, respectively. If the system under
consideration has two or more identical nuclei, one must add further con-
straints in the linear (eijklm in Eq. 4.6) and nonlinear (b(4) in 4.4) parameters
to get that the global potential be invariant with respect to permutations
of all the equivalent nuclei.

4.5 THE CCSD(T) POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

As already mentioned, the fitting procedure of the PES for the N2(1S+
g ) +

N2(1S+
g ) system has been based on three different sets of ab initio points:

1440 two-body values, 4320 three-body values and 1917 four-body values.
Whenever possible ab initio values were also corrected using experimen-
tal information. This has been possible for both the two and three body
terms thanks also to the work previously performed for the assemblage of
the PES for the N + N2 system [95, 96]. Moreover, all the ab initio values
were scaled with respect to the dissociation energy of the dimer. The scal-
ing values were calculated at CCSD(T) level of theory. In particular, we
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4.5. The CCSD(T) Potential Energy Surface

calibrated the calculated potential energy values with respect to the single
energy point obtained by increasing R till its large distance convergency
and comparing the obtained value with the one obtained for an isolated
nitrogen molecule (the value used is -218.82612523 Hartree).
Figure 4.9 reports the comparison of the ab initio calculated point and the
one obtained from the fitted functional form. The plots refer to the short
range region of the PES (R=1-3 Å) for the H and X arrangements. The com-
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the fitted (dashed line) and calculated (solid line) po-
tential energy curves for the H arrangement (panel A) and for the X arrangement
(panel B). Only the short range zone (R=1-3Å) is shown.

parison shows good agreement between the fitted PES and the calculated
ab initio energy points. The point R=1.8 Å of the X arrangement is a clear
exception. The fitted functional form, in fact, can’t account for the strong
discontinuity showing up in that zone of the surface. We have also tested
the ability of the fitted PES to describe the N2 dissociation. With our PES
we obtain a dissociation energy of 0.361 hartree and an equilibrium dis-
tance of 1.099Å in good agreement with the experiment ( 1.098Å with and
0.358 hartree [97, 98]).
In order to better inspect the key features of the produced surface, we re-
port also the isoenergetic contours of the fitted PES.
Figure 4.10 shows the contour maps of the PES for the H arrangement
when keeping fixed the intermolecular distance R and varying the two in-
tramolecular bonds ra and rb. This zone of the PES was not covered by our
ab initio calculations because of the inability of the CC scheme to describe
stretched configurations. The plots show that when the intermolecular
distance is short (R = 3), the interaction of the two stretching molecules
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4. HPTC FOR A DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

Figure 4.10: Isoenergetic contour plot for the H arrangement at R=3, 6 and 12 Å.

gives rise to the formation of particular energy profiles. When R increases
the interaction between the two molecules decreases even if at R = 6 two
small barriers show up both at the equilibrium and a stretched distance of
2.5 Å. For R = 12, on the other hand, all the interactions between the two
molecule have disappeared and only the minimum associated with both
distances at the equilibrium occurs.
In order to better understand the characteristic of the short range zone pos-
sibly leading to exchange reactive events, we have plotted the isoenergetic
contours for the H arrangement by varying R while displacing the two
intramolecular distances by the same quantity (ra = rb). Related contour
plots are given in Figure 4.11. This figure shows the occurrence of several
minima at short separation of the nuclei. In particular for R and ra equal
to about 2.5 Å a large well associable to the well know square minima.

4.6 THE MULTI REFERENCE REPRESENTATION OF THE PES

As already mentioned, when the interatomic distances are stretched from
their equilibrium distances the wavefunction of the N4 system is not prop-
erly described by a single determinant. When a triple bond, like the one in
the N2 dimer, is stretched the role of non-dynamical correlation becomes
important and the electronic structure needs to be investigated with Multi
Reference (MR) methods. This is particularly relevant for the short range
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Figure 4.11: Isoenergetic contour plots for the H arrangement with ra = rb.

zone of the PES where the two molecules are very close and the stretched
configurations are important for the description of bond breaking and for-
mation.
In order to have a better description of the interactions governing the dy-
namics of possible dissociation and recombination processes, we have re-
peated the calculations with the MRPT2 computational method imple-
mented in Gamess [99, 100]. This method makes use, in fact, of a CASSCF
reference wavefunction, that lets us to recover the statical correlation en-
ergy, and a second order perturbation theory method that lets us to recover
the dynamical correlation energy. In particular for the N2 + N2 case treated
in this thesis, we chose to correlate the two degenerate p2p orbitals and the
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Figure 4.12: Short range MRPT2 potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R for different values of F. The interatomic distances of each N2 molecule are keep
fixed at the equilibrium value (ra = rb = 1.094 Å).

s2p orbital of each molecule keeping the inner s orbitals frozen at the SCF
level. At this level of theory we repeated the calculations for the following
arrangements (see Table 4.1 for more details):

• H, X, P15, P45 and P75 for ra = rb = 1.094 Å

• H, X, P15, P30, P45, P60 and P75 for ra = 1.094 Å rb = 1.694 Å

• H, X, P15, P30, P45, P60 and P75 for ra = 1.494 Å rb = 1.694 Å

• H, X, P15, P30, P45, P60 and P75 for ra = 1.694 Å rb = 1.694 Å

for values of distances of the center of mass, R, from 1 Å to 5 Å . The out-
comes of these calculations are shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15
where the potential energy curves referred to the total separation of the
two monomers have been reported. A pseudo three-dimensional sketch
of the potential energy surface is also reported in rhs of the figures for a
better understanding of the topology of the potential energy values as a
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Figure 4.13: Short range MRPT2 potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R for different values of F. One interatomic distance is stretched by 0.6 Å and the
other is kept fixed at the equilibrium value (ra = 1.094 Å , rb = 1.694 Å).

function of the F angle and R.
As shown by Figure 4.12 the profile of the curves when both bonds are
at the equilibrium value is similar to the one obtained with the CCSD(T)
method (Figure 4.11). The positions and heights of the energy barriers for
the two methods are also comparable, confirming the good quality of the
coupled cluster calculations for these arrangements. Looking at the curve
in the zone 2.5 < R < 3 we can see that the energy does not tend to zero.
This behavior can be explained with the differences in the theoretical ap-
proach followed by the methods adopted for the calculation of the zero
of the energy (CCSD(T)) and for the illustrated potential energy curves
(MRPT2). In the optimal conditions, in fact, coupled cluster methods are
able to recover a greater fraction of dynamical correlation than MRPT2,
giving the result closer to the real energy. Comparing the different curves
in the long range zone of the non stretched configurations we have esti-
mated an average energy shift of about 1.3 eV that can be used for the
possible matching of MRPT2 and CCSD(T) values.
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Figure 4.14: Short range MRPT2 potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R for different values of F. One interatomic distance is stretched by 0.6 Å and the
other by 0.4 Å (ra = 1.494 Å , rb = 1.694 Å).

The differences between the outcomes of the two approaches become more
marked when we try to stretch the intramolecular distances. As mentioned
above, CC calculations are not adequate to describe these situations and
a Multi Reference picture is essential to have a correct description of the
behavior of the system. Short range MRPT2 potential energy curves for
the arrangement with one distance stretched by 0.6 Å and the other at the
equilibrium value, is reported in Figure 4.13. As we can see, the energy of
the PES at R = 3 Å is higher than that of the non stretched arrangement.
This is due to the fact that the stretched molecule has a higher energy than
that at the equilibrium and this increases the potential energy of the whole
system. On the other hand, at very short distances 1 < R < 2 the po-
tential energies are lower than the previous case resulting in a decrease of
the barriers height and therefore in a less repulsive behavior. The change
is particularly evident for the crossed (X) arrangement whose energy at
R = 1 is about 7 eV lower than in the non-stretched one confirming the
possibility of a the existence of a reactive path.
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Figure 4.15: Short range MRPT2 potential energy curves plotted as a function of
R for different values of F. Both the interatomic distances are stretched by 0.6 Å
(ra = 1.694 Å , rb = 1.694 Å).

This is clearer if we analyze the PES when both the intermolecular dis-
tances are stretched. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 report the potential energy
curves for respectively the unsymmetrical (ra = 1.494 Å, rb = 1.694 Å)
and the symmetrical (ra = 1.494 Å, rb = 1.694 Å) stretching of the two in-
tramolecular bonds. As for the previous case, the energy at R = 3 Å grows
when the two intramolecular distances increase and at the same time the
energy barriers fall off and move to larger R values. Very interesting is also
the behavior of these arrangements for 1 < R < 2. In this region in fact the
potential energies decrease almost linearly with the shortening of R (the
energy goes up again only for the H and P15 configurations) confirming
the hypothesis of the opening of a possible reactive channel in this zone
although further evidence needs to be found from additional calculations.
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5

HPTC for a Kinetic problem

Traditional fossil fuels are considered to be largely responsible for causing
important atmospheric degradations [101] such as global warming [102],
acid rain, and tropospheric ozone increase. Is therefore of high importance
to limit the environmental impact of using these fuels [103]. In the recent
years an important effort as been made by industry to develop both more
efficient types of engines and cleaner types of fuels.
This has prompted a recent growth of industrial projects targeting the de-
velopment of detailed chemical kinetic models for the combustion of a
wide range of hydrocarbons as well as the improvement of physical mod-
elling of combustion in engines (turbulence, spray evaporation...). Inte-
gration of the chemical models for combustion and pollutant emissions in
computational fluid dynamics simulations should be particularly useful in
allowing the study of actual engine emissions over a wide range of oper-
ating conditions.
In order to model the kinetic of combustion systems we must be able to
reproduce at the same time the global mechanism of the reaction and the
formation of all the intervening species (both final and intermediate). To
build these models, it is necessary to know with a good accuracy ther-
mochemical and kinetic data, and therefore to develop a well structured
high-level PES for each involved reaction.
Within the fully a priori approach followed in our group, one can perform
such studies by going through the scheme of GEMS, whose first block car-
ries out high level electronic structure calculations (see Section 1.6 for de-
tailed information about kinetic workflow). These calculations need to be
run on the High Performance Grid that, thanks to the availability of super-
computers, is able to adequately describe the Potential Energy Surface of
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5. HPTC FOR A KINETIC PROBLEM

the most relevant stationary points involved in the reaction.
Once the PES is generated, the thermochemical and kinetic data of the re-
lated process, can be evaluated by the kinetic equations reported in the
first Chapter. Such calculation do not require neither large memory nor
long execution time and are therefore practicable also on a common desk-
top PC. However, in order to get a description of the dependence of the
calculated kinetic data on pressure (P) and temperature (T), the computa-
tion of the kinetic constant needs to be repeated several times by changing
the initial value of T and P. This makes these calculations, thanks to the
independent nature of the various computational tasks, well suited for a
massively distribution over different HTC nodes of the Grid.
In particular, this Chapter is focused on the ab initio evaluation of the ki-
netic properties of the reaction of formation of the Hydroperoxy Ethyl rad-
ical (•CH2CH2OOH) and its subsequent decomposition into cyclic ether
and Hydroxyl radical (•OH) (relevant for the characterization of low tem-
perature oxidation of alkanes).

5.1 MODEL THE KINETIC OF COMBUSTION REACTIONS

Basically, combustion reactions involve the oxidation of the fuel leading to
the formation of carbon dioxide and water accompanied by the production
of heat and light in the form of either a glow or flame. The simple over-
all chemical equation, however, does not describe the way in which the
reaction occurs. A combustion mechanism involves, in fact, a sequence
of elementary reactions (one and bi-molecular reactions) many of which
include atoms or radicals that are short-living species with an high reac-
tivity. In order to understand the fundamental mechanism of combustion
reactions in gas-phase thermal reactions in general, different models are
used for numerical simulations of the phenomena. The model for a given
reaction system usually consists of the chemical species taking part to the
reaction, their thermochemistry and a set of equations (usually Ordinary
Differential Equations ODE) which mathematically describe the chemical
process. The parameters of these equations are the rate coefficients which
may be function of temperature, pressure and nature of the medium. In
order to obtain a satisfactory agreement between model and experimental
data the construction of a detailed kinetic mechanism needs to provide the
most complete description possible including all chemical reactions and
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species contributing to the observed quantity.
The creation of the kinetic model is the core and is the most computational
intensive part of a combustion simulation. In order to handle the full com-
plexity of a fuel mixture, a large number of species should be included in
the model. However to avoid the explosion of its size only a limited num-
ber of secondary products must be taken into account. Models have been
developed for a large number of hydrocarbons families [104], diesel surro-
gates [105], for several methyl esters [106] and for a few alcohols [107]. To
generate a kinetic model usually a set of realistic reaction rules, able to de-
scribe the chemistry of the investigated system, are initially defined. This
rules are then applied to a set of reactant molecules (usually only fuel) and
all the possible combinations are performed to produce a set of specific re-
actions and a new pool of product molecules is formed that can be used
in a following iteration. The set of rules adopted, the selection procedure
of the molecules that are taken into account in a single iteration, the fil-
tering of reactions and the way in which isomers are represented (lumped
species [108]) distinguishes the various generation systems. Various codes
have been proposed for the automatic generation of detailed combustion
mechanisms such as MAMOX [109], NetGen [110], EXGAS [111], REAC-
TION [112], etc.
Once the mechanism has been generated, the thermochemical and kinetic
data of each reaction included into the detailed model must to be evalu-
ated. Several experimental techniques are available for the measurement
of new kinetic and thermochemical data [113, 114, 115, 116]. Recent years,
however, have seen an increasing role of theoretical methods in the devel-
opment of detailed chemical kinetic models. A priori thermochemical and
kinetic parameters are nowadays routinely calculated using ab inito quan-
tum techniques especially because experimental studies of elementary re-
actions are difficult to perform at temperature and pressure conditions of
interest for combustion. The interplay between theory and experiments
becomes therefore very important for the extrapolation of experimental
results to a wide range of temperature and pressure conditions.
The ab initio calculations of the kinetic parameters that can be directly in-
corporated into the model, require the calculation of the PES using high-
level theoretical methods. Because of the exponential dependence of the
kinetic constants on the barrier height (see TST and RRKM theories in sec-
tion 1.4), in fact, ab initio methods uncertainties can lead to large errors in
the prediction of the rate coefficients. Moreover vibrational anharmonici-
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ties, that can affect kinetic parameter through the calculation of the parti-
tion function and transmission coefficients, need to be evaluated carefully.
This is the most computational expensive step of the simulation because
one has to work out not only the ab initio PES, but also the optimized ge-
ometry and the expensive vibrational frequencies for each stationary point
on the reaction coordinate.
Finally the produced model must be validated through complex compu-
tational simulations to obtain the most detailed and accurate experimen-
tal data to check the correctness of the mechanism. Moreover sensitiv-
ity analysis can be an efficient means for detecting the reactions having
the largest impact on the combustion process. Their theoretical proper-
ties can be in this way refined and adjusted to fit experimental results and
validate the modelling of the formation of minor products. For combus-
tion systems, the underlying energy, transport, and mass interaction equa-
tions can be solved using available software designed for this purpose: e.g.
CHEMKIN [117], COSILAB [118] or CANTERA [119].

5.2 LOW TEMPERATURE OXIDATION OF ALKANES

Kinetic models for the low temperature oxidation of alkanes, have been
largely developed in the past years [120]. The chemistry of this fuel is, in
fact, of high importance in the contest of limiting the environmental impact
of traditional fossil fuels and for the industrial design of new type of fuel
and engines. Although the processes involved in the alkanes combustion
have been intensively investigated, large discrepancies still occur between
the kinetic parameters used in most of the developed models [121].
The simplified schema of the main primary reactions included in the model
is summarized in Figure 5.1. At temperatures below 900 K, alkanes re-
act with •OH radicals to produce alkyl radicals (•R). These radicals, after
O2 addition, form peroxy radicals ROO• that can isomerize to give hy-
droperoxyalkyl radicals (•QOOH). These molecules react again with O2
to form hydroperoxides which are degenerate branching agent, explain-
ing the high reactivity of alkanes at low temperatures.
For temperatures between 700 - 800 K, however, the reaction of formation
of the ROO• is displaced back to reactants and the RO2 is less favored
than formation of olefin and •HO2. Moreover, •QOOH radicals can de-
composes into cyclic ether, ketons or •HO2 radicals and smaller species
reducing even more the formation of branching agents. This characteris-
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Figure 5.1: General schema of the primary reactions for the oxidation of alkanes
(RH) generated with the EXGAS code [111].

tic temperature range takes the name of Negative Temperature Coefficient
(NTC) zone, a particular temperature region in which reactivity decreases
as the temperature increases. At temperatures higher than 900 K, the de-
composition of H2O2(H2O2(+M) = 2•OH(+M)) becomes a new source
of chain branching leading to an increase of reactivity.

5.3 AB INITIO STUDY OF AN ELEMENTARY PROCESS

We tried to refine the model by improving the thermochemical and kinetic
data for a reaction involved in the NTC zone using quantum chemistry
calculations.
This first part of the work focused, on the assemblage of an ab initio PES
for the formation of the •QOOH radical and its subsequent unimolecular
decomposition into Cyclic Ether (CE) and •OH radical. In particular we
investigated the reaction

CH3CH2OO•(A) !• CH2CH2OOH(B) ! CH2OCH2(C) +• OH (5.1)

The ethyl peroxy radical (A) is the smallest compound which, after iso-
merization (B), gives the formation of the cyclic ether oxirane (C) and is
considered, thanks to its small size, a good prototype for the description
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of the formation of cyclic ethers. The two reactions pass through two tran-
sition states (TS) called TSiso (for the isomerization) and TSoxi (for the for-
mation of oxirane). The isomerization involves the transfer of an H-atom
that is a very fast reaction strongly affected by tunnel effects. The related
correlation diagram is sketched in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Potential energy correlation diagram for the •QOOH formation and
dissociation reactions.

Beyond its relevance for combustion chemistry this reaction is an in-
teresting case study also for the multi reference nature of the TSoxi wave-
function. It has been pointed out, in fact, that the transition state struc-
tures of the CE formation from •QOOH radicals generally suffer from
spin- contamination [122]. Most of the combustion kinetic studies on these
molecules, are based on DFT and/or single reference methods (usually of
the multi-level type such as CBS-QB3 [123, 124, 125], Gn-X [126, 127]). Ta-
ble 5.3 show the results of different DFT version and single reference calcu-
lations determining the energy of the investigated stationary points with
respect to the energy of •C2H5 + O2 the ROO• radical precursor. From an
analysis of these results we can conclude that DFT (B2PLYP, BMK, M06,
X3LYP, and B3LYP) methods generally lead to semi-quantitative results.
As a matter of fact the M06 computed PES is, in fact, in good agreement
with the FCC/CBS values (which are considered as reference) and its use
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Table 5.1: Energies (kcal/mol) at 0 K calculated with respect to •C2H5 + O2. The
spin contaminated species is colored in red.

B2PLYP1! BMK1! M061! X3LYP1! B3LYP1! CBS-!
QB3!

ROCBS-!
QB3! G4!

CC!
/CBS2!

!

FCC!
/CBS3!

!

G2like4!
!

RO2•! -28.8! -34.8! -32.9! -29.6! -28.6! -34.1! -32.7! -33.4! -33.0! -33.3! -33.9!

TSiso! 9.6! 5.2! 4.7! 7.8! 9.4! 1.8! 3.5! 3.7! 4.0! 3.1! 3.1!

•QOOH! -10.6! -14.3! -16.0! -10.6! -8.0! -17.2! -15.8! -16.7! -16.8! -17.1! -17.0!

TSoxi
! 6.4! 1.3! -1.6! 1.8! 4.7! -3.4! -3.8! -0.3! -0.6! -1.3! -0.6!

cC2H4O+•OH! -27.4! -33.7! -35.6! -26.1! -21.0! -33.2! -31.8! -32.7! -33.0! -33.0! -34.0!

1 B2PLYP, BMK, M06, X3LYP, and B3LYP calculations performed with 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.
2 Geometries optimized at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ level of theory;

CBS extrapolation performed with cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ basis sets.
3 Same as for CC/CBS with correction for CI truncation errors as described in [130].
4 Approximate E[QCISD(T)/6-311++G(3df, 2pd)] as described in [131].

may be appropriate also for larger systems. All stationary points are well
described using a single-reference wave-function, except TSoxi. As shown
in Table 5.3 these methods are unable to correctly describe the electronic
wavefunction of TSoxi. The expectation value of the spin-squared operator
and the T1 diagnostic for the CC calculations show that the tested methods

Table 5.2: < S2 > value and T1 diagnostic results for DFT and single-reference
methods.

B2PLYP1! BMK1! M061! X3LYP1! B3LYP1! CBS-
QB32! G42!

CCSD(T)/!
cc-pVDZ!

!
T1 diagnostic!

RO2•! 0.759! 0.754! 0.754! 0.755! 0.753! 0.764! 0.764! 0.760! 0.025!

•QOOH! 0.756! 0.754! 0.755! 0.754! 0.754! 0.763! 0.763! 0.763! 0.012!

TSiso! 0.774! 0.761! 0.759! 0.760! 0.759! 0.810! 0.808! 0.817! 0.026!

TSoxi
! 0.932! 0.830! 0.826! 0.936! 0.816! 1.286! 1.259! 1.295! 0.041!

1 B2PLYP, BMK, M06, X3LYP, and B3LYP calculations performed with 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.
2 Eigenvalues of S2 operator from post-HF calculation steps in composite methods
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overestimate the correct spin value (0.75) and lead, therefore, to incorrect
energies.
Because of this we made use of the CASPT2 method [128, 129] as imple-
mented in the Molpro code, to work out an ab initio multi reference PES
for the above mentioned reaction and in this way evaluate the effect of the
spin contamination on the TSoxi barrier height.
In order to ground our work on good starting points, trial configurations of
the different stationary points were first optimized at the DFT level. Then,
CASPT2 geometry optimizations for the ROO• and •QOOH minima as
well as for the two transition states TSoxi and TSiso were performed. A rep-
resentation of the obtained structures is given in Figure 5.3.
However, transition state optimizations are usually definitely more diffi-

cult than for minima finding and require good starting points and a high
level approximations of the hessian. The latter is evaluated numerically
before the first optimization step (and when the Quadratic Steepest De-
scend method is near to a trap region) making each geometry optimization
very CPU time demanding. For the calculations performed in this work
we, have employed an aug-ccpVTZ [58, 59] basis set that provides a good
compromise between speed of computations and quality of results. The
active space for the CASPT2 method has been also accurately designed in
order to keep the calculations within reasonable CPU time and memories
requirements, but at the same time to fully account for the physics of the
problem. The reaction of formation of the ring involves, indeed, the break-
ing of the O-O bond of the •QOOH molecule and the formation of the C-O
one while the radical center "moves" from carbon to the oxygen of the hy-

Figure 5.3: CASPT2(3,4) optimized structures for the four stationary points calcu-
lated with the aug-cpVTZ basis set. Black balls represent carbon atoms, red ones
represent oxygen atoms and the white balls hydrogen atoms.
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droxyl radical. On the other hand the reaction of formation of the ROO•

involves the breaking of an C-H bond and the formation of the O-H one.
In order to get a good description of the process and consistency between
the results obtained from the different points (energy differences must
be calculated), we have localized the molecular orbitals (through Pipek-
Mezey localization) for each input structure and carefully selected the or-
bitals which take part to the reaction. We have in this way included in the
active space of the ROO• radical the C-H s orbital and the single-electron
occupied orbital whereas for •QOOH we took into account the orbital
hosting the unpaired electron and the s O-O orbital. Figure 5.4 shows a
three dimensional view of the orbitals included in the active space for a
contour value of 0.1. In both cases also the first two virtual orbitals and
three electrons have been correlated obtaining a (3,4) active space.

In order to calculate the energies at the Complete Basis Set (CBS) limit

Figure 5.4: Three dimensional plot of the occupied orbitals included into the (3,4)
active space. A and B are respectively the s C-H and the single-electron orbital for
the ROO• radical while C and D are s O-O and the single occupied orbital for the
•QOOH radical.
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we extrapolated the potential following the formula proposed by You et.
al. [130]

E(x) = E(•) + Ax�3 (5.2)
where E(•) is the energy at the CBS limit, x is the order of the higher an-
gular momentum function contained in the basis-set and E(x) the energy
of the relative basis set.
For each CASPT2/aug-ccPVTZ optimized point we have performed ad-
ditional single point calculations with aug-ccPQZ (x = 4) and aug-ccP5Z
(x = 5) that have been interpolated with equation 5.2. The resulting en-
ergies are summarized in Table 5.3 where the DE(kcal/mol) with respect
to the ROO• energy is reported for different computational methods. As

Table 5.3: Energy (kcal/mol) at 0 K calculated with respect to the ROO• energy.

M06! CBS-QB31!
ROCBS-

QB3!
!

G4! CC/CBS! FCC/CBS! CASPT2/CBS!

TSiso! 37.6! 36.0! 36.2! 37.2! 37.0! 36.5! 36.7!

•QOOH! 16.9! 16.9! 16.9! 16.7! 16.2! 16.2! 16.5!

TSoxi! 31.2! 30.7! 28.9! 33.1! 32.3! 32.0! 26.3!

1 CBS-QB3 method features an empirical correction for spin contamination that lowers energy of TSoxi by about 3 kcal/mol.

can be shown by the table, the CASPT2/CBS results are in good agreement
with the FCC/CBS values for both the TSiso and the •QOOH. On the other
hand, the relative energy of the TSoxi computed at the CASPT2/CBS level
of theory is significantly lower than the other result. This can be under-
stood as an the effect of spin contamination which increases the calculated
energy of the TSoxi to higher barriers.
In order to evaluate the effect of the active space size on the computed
energies, we have performed additional single point calculations on the
CASPT2(3,4)/aug-ccpVTZ geometry with a (7,8) active space. Using such
an active space we obtain a barrier for TSoxi of 10.13 kcal/mol while with
the (3,4) active space, for the same barrier, we obtain the value of 10.35
kcal/mol. The resulting energies barriers are therefore in good agreement,
confirming the ability of the adopted active space to recover most of the
static correlation effects.
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5.4 THE EVALUATION OF KINETIC AND THERMOCHEMICAL DATA

As already mentioned, the assemblage of a combustion model requires the
evaluation of the kinetic and thermochemical data of each elementary reac-
tion involved in the process. In recent years computational methods have
demonstrated to be valuable and indispensable tools in order to work out
these quantities. High-level ab initio studies of chemical systems offer, in
fact, not only a qualitative insight but also a quantitative evaluation of the
thermochemical and kinetic properties characterizing reactive processes.
Although the continuous increase in accuracy of quantum chemistry cal-
culations the evaluation of the partition function and transmission coeffi-
cient, necessary for estimating both the thermochemical and kinetic data,
often involves additional considerations and the introduction of approx-
imation based on the scientist intuition and ability. Examples of this are
the treatment of internal rotations and quantum tunnelling effects which
can be crucial to minimize errors during the calculation of rate coefficients.

In this work we have employed the MultiWell [132] software to work
out the thermochemical and kinetic parameters for the above mentioned
process (5.1). This code is distributed together with various tools designed
for specific purposes:

• MomInert: calculates principal and approximated reduced moment
of inertia for molecules starting from the coordinates of the opti-
mized geometry.

• Thermo: calculates entropy, heat capacity, and H(T)� H(0) for in-
dividual species.

• DenSum: carries out exact sum and density of states using the Stein-
Rabinovitch algorithm [133].

• MultiWell: calculates, within the RRKM/ME (see section 1.4) ap-
proach, time-dependent concentration, yields, vibrational distribu-
tion, and rate coefficients as a function of temperature and pressure.

Thermochemical properties

Thermochemical data are essential quantities for the understanding of chem-
ical processes especially for combustion reactions. Standard-state enthalpies
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of formation (H�), entropies (S�) and heat capacities (C�
p) are, indeed, used

for the evaluation of the heat release and of the consistency between for-
ward and reverse reactions properties. Thermodynamic data must be there-
fore calculated for all the species involved in the process. The common
way to represent H�, S� and Cp as a function of temperature is given by
the specific format used by the NASA Complex Chemical Equilibrium Pro-
gram [134]. The thermodynamic data are stored as polynomial fits to spe-
cific heat CP/R, enthalpy H�/RT, and entropy S�/R:

C�
p

R
= a1 + a2T + a3T2 + a4T3 + a5T4

H�

RT
= a1 +

a2
2

T +
a3
3

T2 +
a4
4

T3 +
a5
5

T4 +
a6
T

(5.3)

S�

T
= a1lnT + a2T +

a3
3

T2 +
a4
4

T3 +
a5
5

T4 + a7.

Usually, two sets of coefficients are prepared for two temperature ranges,
300-1000 K and 1000-5000 K. The thermodynamic data consists of seven
coefficients (a1, a2...a7) for the high temperature range and other seven
(a01, a02...a07) for the low temperature one, for a total of 14 coefficients.
We have therefore employed the above mentioned Thermo program, to
compute entropy, enthalpy and heat capacities at different temperatures
for each stationary point represented in Figure 5.3. Following the statistical
mechanics formulae [135] adopted by the thermo code, all the thermody-
namic molecular properties can be expressed in term of the molecular par-
tition function, with a vibrational, rotational, translational and electronic
contribution. To obtain the molecular entropy, for example, the following
equations need to be evaluated [136]:

• Vibration:

Svib = R Â
i

h (hni/kT)exp(�hni/kT)
1 � exp(�hni/kT)

� ln[1� exp(�hni/kT)]
i

(5.4)

• Rotation:

Srot =
R
2

ln
h⇣p

p

6

⌘
s

⇣2IAkT
h̄2

⌘⇣2IBkT
h̄2

⌘⇣2ICkT
h̄2

⌘i
+

3
2

R (5.5)
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• Translation:
Stra = R

h5
2
+

3
2

ln
⇣2pk

h2

⌘i
(5.6)

• Electronic motion:
Sele = R ln s (5.7)

with IA, IB and IC being the moments of inertia of the global molecule, R
the gas constant, k the Boltzmann’s constant, h the Plank’s constant, T the
absolute temperature, s the symmetry number involving rotations of the
entire molecule [137], s the electronic spin multiplicity and ni the vibra-
tional frequency associated with the ith normal mode.
The moments of inertia have been calculated using the Mominert code
starting from the optimized geometries of each stationary point. Har-
monic vibrational frequencies and normal modes have been then calcu-
lated using the Molpro code. The Hessian was computed numerically us-
ing finite differences in 3N cartesian coordinates and the already described
CASPT2(3,4)/aug-ccpVTZ method.
The vibrational contribution (Eq. 5.4) to the entropy is the most signif-
icant part and needs to be evaluated with high accuracy. However, the
above mentioned expressions, particularly the vibrational term Svib, are
only valid for molecule slightly deviating from equilibrium. This is true
at low temperatures or for internal motions characterized by steep poten-
tials. The low vibrational spectrum in most molecules is, however, charac-
terized by some large-amplitude vibrations which give rise to large devi-
ations from the equilibrium configuration. The Rigid Rotor Harmonic Os-
cillator (RRHO) approximation usually associated with low frequency vi-
brational modes, can therefore introduce large errors since the correspond-
ing quadratic formulation of the potential is no longer valid (see n-butane
example in Figure 5.5). As both RRHO and free rotor assumptions fail to
accurately represent these low frequency rotational motions, several meth-
ods, like the Pitzer and Gwinn’s [13] tabulation, have been developed to
more accurately calculate the hindered rotor contributions.
In order to correctly treat internal rotations, we have adopted the 1-D hin-
dered rotor (1-DHR) model [12]. Following this approach, the potential
energy surface for each rotation is determined starting from a TS or min-
imum potential energy structure and then progressively rotating the top
over 360�. The obtained energy profile is fit to a trigonometric function
and the reduced moment of inertia for the rotating top is calculated from
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Figure 5.5: Potential energy for the ethyl group rotation in a n-butane molecule.

the geometry of the stationary point. Once the potential is obtained, the
energy levels for the rotation are calculated by solving a 1-D Shrödinger
equation,

� h2

8p

2 Ired

d2

dq

2 Y + V(q)Y = EY (5.8)

where Ired is the reduced moment of inertia for the rotating top, q the rota-
tion angle and V(q) is the associated rotational hindered potential. The
partition function is finally corrected to account for the contribution of
each internal rotation.

We have therefore analyzed the results of the ab initio vibrational anal-
ysis to identify the internal rotators and their associated frequencies. As
shown in Figure 5.6, for the four investigated stationary points, we have
identified six different internal rotations:

• ROO•

– CH3 group rotation around C � C bond axis (a1)

– OO group rotation around C � O bond axis (a2)
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a1!

a2!

b1!

b2!

b3!

c1!

Figure 5.6: Representation of the hindered rotors for the ROO•, •QOOH and
TSoxi structures. (See text for more details).

• •QOOH

– CH2 group rotation around C � C bond axis (b1)
– OOH group rotation around C � O bond axis (b2)
– OH group rotation around O � O bond axis (b3)

• TSoxi

– OH group rotation around C � O bond axis (c1)

For the TSoxi transition state we have purposely kept fixed the CCOO
chain to better represent the ring formation process while, because of its
cyclic structure, the TSiso does not show any internal rotation. For each
identified hindered rotor, we have then performed a scan of the rotation
angle (step size of 10�) using the UB3LYP DFT procedure implemented in
the Gaussian code [138]. Constrained geometry optimizations have been
performed at each step of the scan and the resulting energy profile fitted
using the following series:

V(q) = V0 +
N

Â
n=1

Vc
n cos

�
n sV(q + fV)

�
+

N

Â
n=1

Vs
n sin

�
nsV(q + fV)

�
(5.9)

with q being the rotation angle, sv the internal symmetry number of the
rotation, f a phase factor and Vc

n and Vs
n the fitted coefficient. In our fit
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we have employed a total 11 coefficients (N=5) and a value of f equal to 0.
The results of our calculations are summarized in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the calculated rotational potential energy values (red points)
and related fitted curves (solid line) for the 6 identified internal rotations.

The calculation of the moments of inertia has been performed for the
most stable geometry and is assumed fixed along the rotational path.
Once each hindered rotor has been characterized and the associated har-
monic vibrational frequency corrected with the proper functional form, the
Thermo code evaluates the contribution of the anharmonicities to the total
molecular partition function and finally calculates the required thermody-
namical properties.

Kinetic parameters

Kinetic parameters are the key quantities for the development of the ki-
netic models. For each reaction involved in the mechanism, in fact, we
have to provide the rate coefficient of the process and its dependence from
temperature. The forward rate constant for the ith reaction is generally
assumed to have the following Arrhenius temperature dependence:

k f i = Ai Tbi exp
⇣�Ei

RT

⌘
(5.10)
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where the exponential factor, Ai, the temperature exponent, bi, and ac-
tivation energies Ei are specified. These are obtained by calculating the
high-pressure limit kinetic coefficients at different initial T, with one of the
available rate theory methods illustrated in section 1.4, and then fitting the
results using Eq. 5.10. The reverse rate coefficient are then related to the
forward ones via the equilibrium constant determined from the thermo-
dynamic properties worked out previously.
In the high-pressure regime the kinetic coefficients are independent form
pressure, however in certain conditions, pressure effect must be taken into
account. Depending on how the rate coefficients changes with pressure,
several methods of representing the rate expressions can be adopted [139,
140] and auxiliary data for the pressure dependence are required.

In this work the kinetic parameters for the investigated combustion
process have been calculated using the RRKM/ME method implemented
in the MultiWell program. This code is based on a modified version of the
Gillespie stochastic method [141] for the resolution of 1D "energy grained"
Master Equation. In order to carry out Master equation simulations, the
energy distribution of the initiated species (in a multi-well system) and
collision rate coefficients for energy transfer must be included. Moreover
sum and densities of states of each stationary point must be also provided.
These are commonly computed by assuming that vibrations, rotations, and
internal rotations are separable. To carry out efficient "exact counts" of
states for separable degrees of freedom we have employed the DenSum
code. The "active" degrees of freedom include vibrations, internal rota-
tions, the "K-rotor" (the rotation associated with the symmetry axis (the K
quantum number) of a symmetric top). As for the Thermo code, we had
to correct the vibrational frequencies associated with internal rotation (see
above). It is useful to note that accurate predictions of pressure depen-
dent rate coefficients obtained from ME/RRKM calculations still depend
on semi-empirical factors such as collisional energy transfer. The real time
needed for a calculation of this type depends mostly upon the number of
collisions occurring during a simulated time period and on the number of
stochastic trials needed to achieve the desired precision.
These results, together with the previous calculated energy barriers (see
Tabel 5.1), have been then used to build the MultiWell input file for the in-
vestigated process. The dependence from temperature of the infinite pres-
sure limit rate coefficients, k•, have been worked out for the forward and
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Figure 5.8: Infinite pressure limit kinetic coefficients plotted as a function of tem-
perature for the ROO-QOOH (A-B), QOOH-ROO (B-A) and QOOH-CE (B-C) re-
actions. The effect of the inclusion (Tun) or not-inclusion (No Tun) of quantum
tunneling is also shown.

reverse ROO• isomerization reactions as well as for the cyclic ether (CE)
formation.
Figure 5.8 shows the calculated k• at initial T=600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1100, 1200 and 1300 K, for the A-B, B-A and B-C reactions of equation 5.1.
Quantum mechanical tunneling corrections to the microcanonical rate co-
efficients have been introduced using an asymmetric Eckart potential [142].
As we can seen from the plots, in fact, the forward and reverse isomeriza-
tion reactions (A-B and B-A), which involve a hydrogen atom transfer, are
strongly affected by quantum tunnel effects and the Tun and No Tun rate
coefficients are well separated especially for low temperature where the
reactivity increases considerably if this effect is taken into account. On the
other hand the two lines for the Cyclic Ether formation reaction (B-C) su-
perpose perfectly suggesting that this process is not affected by quantum
tunel.

The results of this work show clearly that the interleaving of HP and
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5.4. The evaluation of kinetic and thermochemical data

HT computing can improve considerably the efficiency of the work done
for evaluating the kinetic and thermochemical parameters of simple reac-
tions. For this purpose the GEMS molecular simulator is found to be a
good instrument for the assemblage of a complex kinetic models, and the
facilities offered by COMPCHEM, such as GriF, turn out to be very use-
ful for the treatment of the large number of reactions which compose that
model.
Moreover, additional effort has been spent on the implementation, within
the GEMS workflow, of the apparatuses adopted for the modelling of global
gas phase combustion processes. In collaboration with the Laboratoire Réac-
tions et Génie des Procédés of Nancy (FR), we have, in fact, implemented on
the Grid computing a software for the simulation of the time-dependent
chemical kinetics behavior of a homogeneous gas mixture in a closed sys-
tem. Usually, the observable properties obtained from these softwares
must be calculated for a large set of initial conditions (starting temperature,
composition of the fuel, morphology of the burner, etc.). The availability of
a large number of computing elements, as typical of the Grid, enables the
distribution of independent calculations on different nodes and drastically
reduce the elevated time of a complete simulation. This job is particularly
suited for "sensitivity analysis" of combustion kinetic models. These stud-
ies require, in fact, the execution of a large number of independent jobs
in which each time a different kinetic parameter, of a different reaction,
is modified. Comparing the resulting observable properties (such as the
ignition delay time, outcomes molar fraction, etc.) with the one obtained
from the original mechanism, the impact of the single elementary process
on the whole reactivity can be extrapolated and a better understanding of
the combustion process can be achieved.
Currently, a code for the brute-force sensitivity analysis on the GRID is
available trough the GriF science gateway, to facilitate massive calcula-
tions that larger models, including thousand reactions, require.
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